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Abstract
/'

Multiple Light Scattering From
II

•
Isotropic an? Anisotropic Turbid

/" Media

Ming H. Kao

Arjun G. Yodh

This dissertation presents three multiple light scattering experiments in isotropic

and anisotropic turbid media. Diffusing-Wave Spectroscopy(D\¥S) and its variants

have been applied to study dynamical behavior in these systems and its limitations

have been studied in detail.

In the first experiment presented in this dissertation, Diffusing-\¥ave Interfer

ometry(DWI) is used to investigate Brownian motion on time scales less than the

hydrodynamic fluid vorticity diffusion time. Vile found that the dynamic behavior

of the Brownian particle was not well described by the well known Langevin theory

which ignores the time-dependent hydrodynamic interactions.

DWS is based on the diffusion approximation for photon transport in strong

scattering systems. The diffusion approximation, however, breaks down when the

dimensions of the studied sample becomes comparable to the photon transport mean

free path in the sample. In some applications of D\iVS, one does not have control of

the sample dimension. For these cases, it is necessary to determine when D\VS can

be applied accurately. The second experiment in this thesis presents detailed studies

of these issues.

DWS has achieved notable success for the study of isotropic turbid media. It
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is tempting to extend its application to anisotropic turbid media. In the third ex

periment presented in this dissertation, \\}e have studied this possibility and found

that DWS can be successfully adapted for the study of turbid nematic liquid crys

tals. We performed static transmissioil'l measurements on these systems and we have
M

found that the diffusion coefficient along the direction of director is different from,
that perpendicular to the directiJn of director. We were also able to extract useful

.,..
information of the hYdrod~?fuicsabout the system via DWS measurements.
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Chapter 1

!"r
Introduction

,
I

/

1.1 Historical Perspectives

The Brownian motion of particles in a fluid is a problem with spectacular histori

cal roots [1, 2J and continues to provide us with intriguing new physics. Recently

there has been resurging interest in the first steps of these motions [3,4,5,6, 7, 8J.

This is largely a result of new experimental probes, such as DifJusing- Wave Spec

troscopy(DWS) [7, 9, 10, 11], that enable us to measure particle displacements down

to 1A or even smaller, and thereby offer the possibility to quantitatively test hy

drodynamic theories [4, 6J of nondiffusive particle motion, especially in the first

random walk step. In the first experiment we present here, we use Diffusing- Wave

Interfe1'Ometry (DvVI)[12, 13J to resolve the mean square displacement, (~r2(T )),

of particles in hard-sphere suspensions during the first twenty nanoseconds of their

motion. These are the shortest time scales ever probed in the study of Brownian

dynamics.

Although DWS has been successfully applied in probing dynamics in varIOUS

system, it has its limits when the dimension of the sample is not much bigger than

the transport mean free path [*. In fact, many researchers simply try to insure that

the thickness of cell is at least ten times [* as a rule of thumb. Other factors,
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such as input spot size, diffuse reflection, also play important roles in analyzing and

interpreting the measured data. FUl:thermore, D\iVS is based on the scalar photon

diffusion approximation which assumes the input photon is unpolarized. This is

generally not true if we use a laser beam as the light source. In the second experiment
N

presented here, we present detailed investigations of these issues.
Ii

Multiple light scattering/is a complex problem. In isotropic turbid media, we
,-x~

can use the photon diptision approximation for the case of strong multiple scatter-

ing. The simplicity of the photon diffusion approximation allures us to expand its

validity to other systems. One might ask, is it possible to use the photon diffusion

approximation as well as DWS in an anisotropic turbid media, such as an optically

thick liquid crystal? In two recent papers coherent backscattering has been observed

from turbid nematics[15, 17), thus strongly indicating the validity of photon diffusion

in these systems. In the third experiment of this dissertation, we performed both

static transmission measurements and dynamic temporal correlation measurements

in K15 nematic liquid crystals. The experimental results suggest that D\iVS and the

photon diffusion approximation can be applied to nematic liquid crystal, though with

some interesting modifications. We have also performed computer simulations to in

vestigate the multiple scattering phenomenon in nematic liquid crystals. Our results

agree with a rigorous theoretical calculation[18] and corroborate our experimental

findings.

1.2 Brief Review of Light Scattering Problem

Light scattering is a physical phenomenon that we encounter every moment while our

eyes are open. From the blue sky to the glory sunset, from clear water to turbid milk,

almost everywhere, nature guides the light in order to make our life full of colors and

wonders. While we are enjoying what nature has endowed us, one might ask questions

like: "\iVhy is the sky blue?", " Why does milk look white?", " Why does water

2



look clear?". All of these questions can be answered when one fully understands

"How light propagates through matter". We know visible light is a propagating

electromagnetic field. In different media, light travels at different speeds. From our

high school science course, we know Snell's law which tells us that light changes
il

its direction as it travels from one medium to another medium. This phenomenon,
can be treated in a more rigo!cms way by solving Maxwell's equations. Ideally, we

ff>

can treat any electro-m~~ticfield problem with Maxwell's equations. In practice,

however, for only very few cases, can one obtain simple analytical solutions. Let's

look at a superficially simple problem: Plane-wave electro-magnetic fields scattered

by a sphere. This problem actually leads to the so called 'Mie theory' which offers

an analytical solution with pretty complicated form. For the scattering problem

sketched in Fig. 1.1 where the incident wave vector k i is along the Z-axis and the

incident electric field E is along the X -axis, using Mie theory, the scattered fields

can be expressed as[14]:

Eo

52 (8) = (1.1 )

where k f (kfsin8cos¢,kfsin8sinr/J,kfcos8) is the wave vector of the scattered

wave, r is the distance from the sphere, 'ifn and Tn are functions related to Legendre

polynomials, the an and bn's are Mie scattering coefficients. In the limit where

the particle size is much smaller than the wavelength, the above results reduce to

the well known Rayleigh scattering. Rayleigh showed that, for natural light with

incident intensity 10 , the scattered intensity 1 has the following dependence on the

wavelength:
2 1

1 ex: IoU + cos 8) A4 '

3

(1.2)
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Figure 1.1: A plane wave scattered by a sphere. The incident wave propagates along
the Z-axis with its electric field in X -axis and magnetic field in Y-axis. The scattered
wave propagates in the direction of (sin () cos ¢, sin 0 sin ¢, cos 0). The electric field
of the scattered wave can be decomposed into E<jJ which is the projection on X - Y
plane and Ee which is the projecbon on the plane specified by Z-axis a.nd k f . The
diameter of the sphere is compa.rable to the wavelength of incident wave.
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\iVhen we look into the clear sky (but not into the sun), the light which enters our

eyes has been scattered at least on~ time. According to eqn. (1.2), since the blue

light is much easier than red light to be scattered, most of the light entering our eyes

are blue and that explains wh:1"the sky looks blue. Similar sorts of arguments can
~

be extended to, though not ~irectly, explain why milk looks white. The scatterers in

the milk are about the siz/of the visible light wavelength and strongly scatter the
~.

visible light. The li~)f'~xperiencesmany scattering events before it emerges from

the milk with roughly the same probability whether it is blue or red. Furthermore,

multiple scattering processes also cause the incident photons to lose their relative

spatial relations. Therefore when we illuminate the milk with white light, it looks

white and opaque. The light scattered back into our eyes is diffuse, with little change

of spectral content.

Later, the so called dynamic light scattering (DLS) technique opened the door for

the use of light scattering as a probe of the dynamics of materials. Though success

has been achieved, the dynamic light scattering technique is limited to a single

scattering sample and the length scale that can be studied is about the order of the

wavelength used. About a half dozen years ago, scientists began to investigate the

possibility of breaking this limitation. This led to the development of diffusing-wave

spectroscopy (D\iVS). Using DWS, the length scale that can be studied dynamically,

and can be pushed down to one thousandth of the light wavelength or even lower.

In this dissertation, we will discuss both the applications and limitations of DWS.

1.3 Physical Properties of Latex Sphere

In many DWS experiments carried out in this dissertation, the sample used consists

of polystyrene spheres in water suspensions. The polystyrene sphere has surface

protons attached to sulphonic acid groups at the end of each polystyrene chain which

lie on the surface of the sphere. When mixed with water, these protons dissociate

5



from the sphere and thus the sphere is negatively charged and surrounded by counter

ions in the water. The Coulomb repl1'lsion between spheres is significantly modified

by the screening effect caused by these counter-ions. One can also add acid to the

suspension to change the screenfflg length.
~

The interactions between;suspended polystyrene spheres are quite complicated.

Actually, there are four kind/of interactions: hard sphere repulsion, screened Coulomb
l'-

repulsion, van der \,ya"'~ttractionand hydrodynamic interactions. The hard sphere

repulsion is required to assure these spheres are not penetrable. The screened

Coulomb repulsion can be modeled by the Debye-Huckel potential[19, 20]:

Z* 2e2e -t<T e2t<R

V(1') = f1'(l + K,R2)2 ,
(1.3)

where Z*e is the effective charge on the surface of the sphere, K, is the inverse screening

length, R is the radius of sphere, and f is the dielectric constant of water. The van

der Waals potential between two spheres is given by

(1.4)

where A is the Hamaker constant. For polystyrene sphere suspension, A is in the

order of 10-13 erg. As we add up all these interactions, the total potential is quite

interesting. Fig. 1.2 shows what a typical inter-particle potential looks like in the

polystyrene sphere suspension. To be more quantitative, let's take the following

example: 2R '" O.lWn, Z*e '" 300. The van der Waals attraction dominates in the

region < 20A from the sphere surface with primary minimum about 800 kBT deep.

At distance> 20A, the screened Coulomb repulsion dominates with a barrier as high

as 250 kBT. Typically, the barrier makes the primary minimum inaccessible. and the

polystyrene spheres are stable against flocculation. As we have mentioned, we may

change the concentration of the counter-ions to modify the Coulomb repulsion. For

example, if we increase the concentration of counter-ions to 1016 cm-3 by adding HCI,

the Coulomb barrier height will decrease to only about 10 kBT. At the same time,

the screening length decreases as well. To model the polystyrene sphere suspension

6



~ I V(r): Interaction Energy between
two spheres with DLVO potential

IW(r): van der Waals Potential between two spheres I

200

400

-200

-400

2000 2050 2100 2150 2200

r (angstrom)

Figure 1.2: A example of the inter-particle potential in polystyrene sphere suspen
sion: Here we plot potentials between two spheres in a 2000A.-diameter polystyrene
sphere suspension. V (r) represents the interaction energy between two spheres using
DLVO potential and liV(r) is the van del' Waals potential between two spheres. The
screen length is 50A.. r is the distance between the centers of two spheres.
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as a hard sphere system, we should control the concentration of the counter-ions

in the range that provides short scree9ing length while maintaining a high enough

Coulomb barrier to avoid flocculation. In the experiments we will discuss later, the

screening length of the polystyrenl' suspension is kept at about 50 Aand the barrier

height is kept above 200kB T.
/I

Depending on the volume Iraction of the polystyrene spheres and the ion concen-,..
tration in the suspensiopf£he polystyrene spheres suspension exhibits some interest-

ing phases. Such as colloidal crystal, fluid and glass phases [19, 20J. The interested

reader should refer to the listed references at the end of this disseration and the

references therein for more details.

1.4 Brief Introduction of Nematic Liquid Crystal

Liquid crystals are materials with unusual optical properties. From the LCD display

on the watch to the flat color panel on the expensive note-book computer, scientists

and engineers control the way that photons propagate within the liquid crystal to

display the information in a perceivable form. In general, the difference between

crystal phases and liquid phases arises from the degree of order the material pos

sesses. Liquid crystals, are not like ordinary crystals which possess three-dimensional

positional order. Sometimes they possess no positional order, sometimes they pos

sess one- or two-dimensional order. According to the order they possess: we can

separate the liquid crystals into three categories

1. nematic phase: the material has no posibonal order but directional order; the

system can be described as a bundle of sticks.

2. smectic phase: the material has one-dimensional order; the system can be viewed

as a set of two-dimensional liquid layers stacked on each other with a well defined

spacmg.
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3. columnar phase: the material has two-dimensional order; the system can be de

scribed as a two-dimension array ofrliquid tubes.

In general, as a liquid crystal is heated up above its critical temperature, it loses

its directional order and enter::r/its isotropic phase. The type of liquid crystals that
1/

may be observed depends on the structure of the constituent molecules or group of
iJ

molecules. Nematics and s&ectics are usually composed of elongated objects while'.most columnar pha~~i1d some nematics are composed of disk-like objects. Typi-

cally, four types of molecules or groups of molecules can be the building block of the

liquid crystal. They are:

1. rod-like or disk-like small organic molecules, for which an amphiphilic character

mayor may not be crucial. They are commonly characterized as thermotropic.

2. rods in a liquid substrate. The temperature effects are difficult to control due to

the fact that these rods are easily destroyed by the increase of temperature. Usually,

we can only adjust the concentration of the rods to induce the phase transition. Such

systems are called lyotropic.

3. main-chain or side-chain polymers that are thermotropic mesogens. Besides the

temperature, the molecular weight may also be used as a control parameter to induce

the phase transition.

4. amphiphilic compounds. Typical examples of such structures are found in the

soap-water system. These systems may be thermotropic or lyotropic, depending on

either the mesomorphic behavior induced by temperature change in the pure phase

or the presence of a selective solvent.

In the experiment which will be discussed in chapter 4, the liquid crystal used is

nematic. Therefore, we will only discuss the properties of nematic liquid crystal.

For other types of liquid crystal, the interested readers are encouraged to read some

excellent books regarding this topic [40]. Fig. 1.3 is a schematic representation of

the order of a nematic phase. As been mentioned above, there is no positional order

in nematic phase. There is, however, some order in the direction of the molecules

9



n

Figure 1.3: A model sJFt"lm of nematic liquid crystal: n is the director which is
along the average dire<ifion of all the molecules.

due to the tendency that each molecule has to lay parallel to other molecules. This

phenomenon gives the system a prefered direction which is specified by an unit vector

n. We call n the director. Macroscopically, this phenomenon is reflected in measur

able quantities such as the dielectric tensor. The difference in the refractive indices

measured with polarization parallel or normal to n is usually quite large. For all

known nematic systems, there appears to be complete rotational symmetry about

the axis n. Another important feature of the nematic system is that the state of

director nand -n are indistinguishable. This indistinguishability arises from the

requirement to minimize the internal energy of the system. Furthermore, nematic

phases only exist in those materials that do not distinguish between left and right.

The material should either be composed of molecules that are identical to their own

mirror image, or be a (1:1) mixture of the left- and right-handed species.

The directional order in nematics give rise the anisotropies in physical quanta.ties,

such as dielectric constant. In general, the speed of light in a nematic liquid crystal

depends on the propagation direction as well as the polarization direction. These

anisotropies decrease as temperature increases. Above the critical temperature, the

directional order is total destroyed and the anisotropies disappear.

10



Chapter 2 /I

J

r

I"'P-
Brownian Dynamics on

Hydrodynamic Times Scales-A

DWS Application

Diffusing-Wave Spectroscopy(DWS)[9, 10, 11] has proved to be a powerful technique

in probing the dynamics of various systems. It has made possible the measurement

of Brownian particle movements on length scales much shorter than the wavelength

of light[7, 8, 13]. In this chapter, we will discuss the theoretical foundation of DWS

as well as its experimental realization. We will also present a combination of DWS

and Michelson Interferometry[12, 13], which enables experiments to probe Brownian

dynamics on the time scales of order of the first random walk step. Our results reveal

that memory effects in particle hydrodynamics are important at early times.

2.1 Multiple Light Scattering and Diffusing Wave

Spectroscopy(DWS)

Light scattering problems have been investigated for over a century. The light scat-

tering_'phenQ].)J~)1QnDilsically results fmm inhomogeneities in the dielectric constant
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dia in which the light is propagating. In a suspenSIOn system, the inho

in the dielectric constant 9riginates from the index mismatch between

nded scatterer and its supporting fluid. The magnitude of the index mis

match d termines how strong thef,Bcattering will be. Also, the ratio of the diameter

of susp nded scatterer and the ~avelength of the incident light defines the angular

depe~enceof the scattering ~s well as the scattering cross-section. For example, if
.JO>

th size of the scatter~1~tmuchsmaller than the wavelength of the incident light,

hen the photon will be scattered nearly isotropically. On the other hand, if the size

of the scatterer is comparable to the wavelength of the incident light, the photon

will be scattered mainly in the forward direction.

When we illuminate a suspension sample with a coherent light source (like a

laser) and project. the scattered light ont.o a screen, we see a fast fluctuating bright

dark pattern which is called laser speclde. This speckle pattern will be static in

time, if the scattercrs in the sample are fixed in space. The speckle pattern will

fluctuate, however, ill a Suspf'Dsion where the scatterers movc due to the thermal

agitation. If v\'c collect the intensity signal at a. particular point in the fluctuating

f'peckle pattern and mea.sure its autocorrelation function, we find that the intensity

ternporal autocorrelation function decays in a charaderistic time. This decay time is

dircctly reJa,l,ed to t he motion of the scatterE'rs, since. the fluctuations originate from

the movement of scatterers.

The technique utilizing the phenomenon outlined above has developed into a

very powerful tool for the study of the dyilamic behavior of a suspension of particles

or macromolecules. It has traditionally been called dynamic light scattering(DLS)

or quasi-elastic light scattering(QELS)[16]. The characteristic decay time of the

correlation function is set by the wavelength used. Motion of the scatterers on this

length scale leads to a change in the photon optical path length and results in a

change in the phase of the detected light. DLS, however, is limited by the strict

requirement of the single scattering limit. If photon is scattered even a second tirne,

12



the intermediate scattering vector is unknown, thus precluding a simple, meaningful

interpretation of the measured decay,,,ti.me of the autocorrelation function of the

scattered light.

In another limit, the photon .rhay scatter many, many times before it exits the sus-
/I

pension, and the direction of tlje photon is totally randomized. In this case; the prop-

a~ation o~ t~e photon ~,,,,~~e dynamics of th~ studied medium ~ay both be.tre~ted

WIth statIstIcal approXImatIOns. The techmque that results IS called Diffusmg-

ltVave Speetroscopy(DWS). The decay of the temporal autocorrelation function of

the multiply-scattering light fields, just as for DLS, results from time-dependent

changes in the phase or a change in the pathlength of the scattered light fields. The

change in the pathlength, however, is effected by all the scatterers in the path, and

thus the length scale probed by DWS will be on the order of the wavelength divided

by the square root of the number of scattering events. If the number of scattering

events is very large, it is possible to push this length scale down to the sub-A regime.

The calculation of the phase change, and hence the temporal autocorrelation func

tion, uses two fundamental approximations. One approximation is concerned with

the description of photon propagation through the scattering medium. The other

approximation is in the treatment of the dynamics of the scatterers and their effect

on the fluctuation of the phase of the emerging light fields. In the limit of very high

multiple scattering, each photon is scattered a huge number of times and its move

ment can be viewed as random walle As is well known, random walk problems can

be described by the diffusion equation in the limit of large step number[21]. This ap

proximation neglects any interference effects of the photon as it propagates through

the scattering medium and assumes the photon intensity or light energy density dif

fuses. To neglect the interference effects within the medium, we assume that the

photon scattering is not so strong as to approach the localization limit of the photon

due to random scattering. In virtually every instance of practical importance, this

approximation is acceptable. The validity of using diffusion approximation enables

13



propagating through the medium.

us to calculate the distribution of the lengths of the paths taken by the photons

r '

A DWS experiment typically measures the temporal autocorrelation function of

the intensity fluctuations of the scatt1yed fields. To interpret the data obtained in

the experiment, we must derive an hpression for the electric field temporal auto-
1/

correlation function in terms of tJle physical quantities of the scattering medium

and the light source. The p_ription we will follow is quite straightforward. We

will approximate the photrpropagation through the highly scattering medium as

a diffusive process. That is to say that we can describe the photon propagation by

the so called photon diffusion equation which is given by

aU(r, t) = D '\72U( )at -yV r,t, (2.1 )

where D-y is the photon diffusion coefficient and U(r, t) is the light energy density

at position r and time t. This approximation enables us to determine probability

distribution of paths through the medium. To determine the correlation function

of fields along a particular path, we replace each individual scattering event by an

"average scattering event", and then sum over the scattering events. This will allow

us to calculate the contribution of the individual paths to the correlation function. In

the final step, the correlation function is determined by summing the contributions

of all the individual photon paths weighted by the probability that a photon follows

that path. This latter step utilizes solutions to eqn. 2.1 for the given source-detector

configuration. The approach described above is not unique; there are more rigorous

approaches based on a diagrammatic description of the photon transport which have

the advantage in also being able to describe the behavior of photon localization and

higher order correlation effects[25, 38].

To illustrate the mentioned approach in more detail, let's look at a specific ex

ample. In Fig. 2.1, we show a typical set-up for a DWS experiment. This set-up

is for the transmission geometry wherein the laser impinges as a focused beam on

one side of the sample, and the scattered photons are collected from the other side.

14
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Figure 2.1: A simple DWS set-up for the transmission geometry: The Laser impinges
as a focused beam on one side of the sample, and the scattered photons are collected
from the other side. The signals from PMT is send to an electronic correlator.

The geometry of the sample is a slab with a thickness L and a lateral extent much

greater than the thickness. The signal is collected from a single speckle spot defined

by two pin holes as shown in Fig. 2.1. The fluctuating signal is analyzed with a dig

ital photon correlator. For simplicity, we begin by considering a colloidal suspension

with a high concentration of scattering particles to ensure that transmitted photons

are multiply scattered. In this case, the photon propagation process can be viewed

as a random walk process. In the continuum limit, we will use diffusion equation to

determine the distribution of photon pathlengths.

If we consider only the temporal correlation function for light traveling along a

particular path, we will find its decay rate is related to the average scattering event for

this path. Statistically, the photon travels an average distance 1before it is scattered.

This average distance 1 is called the photon mean free path. When each scattering

event is considered independent of others, the temporal correlation function for a

specific path should have a temporal decay rate proportional to the ratio of the

pathlength s to mean free path 1 (i.e. to N = sjl=the number of scattering events

15
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Figure 2.2: An example of single light scattering.

PMT

in the sequence). The total correlation function is then calculated by summing over

the contributions of all paths weighted by the probability distribution of pathlengths

P(s) for the particular input/output/source/detector configuration. By solving the

photon diffusion equation with proper boundaries conditions, one can obtain P( s).~

In experiments, the timescales of measurement are set by the time it takes for the

average photon pathlength to change by approximately one wavelength as a result of

particle motion.

2.2 Formulation of Diffusing-Wave Spectroscopy

2.2.1 Single Scattering

Before we develop the mathematical formulation of diffusing-wave spectroscopy, let's

review the simple case of conventional dynamic light scattering experiment as shown

in Fig. 2.2.1. The sample system is a monodisperse suspension of non-interacting

colloidal spheres which is illuminated by the laser light with an incident wave vector

ko. The concentration of the suspension is low enough so that the photon is scattered

no more than once before passing through the sample. The scattered photons with a

wavevector k s are detected far from the sample. The detected field is a superposition

16



of the scattered fields from all N particles in the scattering volume, i.e.

N I'
E(T) = LEo exp[iq . ri ( T)]'

i=1

(2.2)

where q is the scattering wavevect~rgiven by q = k s - k o and l' i(T) is the position
II

of ith particle. The electric fie19 autocorrelation function 91 (T) is defined as
I

_ (E(t)E*(t + T))
/91(T) = (IE(t)12) , (2.3)

F
where (...) indicates an average over measurement time t. Inserting eqn. (2.2) in

eqn. (2.32), we have[16)

( )
_ L,{'j (exp{iq· [1'i(O) -1'j(T)]})

91 T - N .
L,i,j (exp{iq· [1'i(O) - 1'j(O))})

(2.4)

For the system with non-interacting(i.e. uncorrelated) particles, all the cross terms

vanish and we have

(2.5)

where ,6.1' (T) = l' ( T) -1'(0) is the particle displacement in time T. If,6.1' is a Gaussian

random variable, then from central-limit theorem we have

91 (T) = exp[-q2 (,6.r2(T)) /6). (2.6)

For the case of simple particle diffusion, we have (,6.r 2 (T)) = 6DT, where D is the

particle diffusion coefficient, and the above equation has a very simple form

(2.7)

This equation suggests that we may probe the diffusive dynamics of the suspension

system by measuring the decay rate of the scattered electric field temporal autocor

relation function. In practice, however, it is the intensity autocorrelation function

that is usually measured. The intensity autocorrelation function is defined as

G (T) == (I(t +T)I(t))
2 (I(t))2

17
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where (- ..} indicates average over measurement time t. For a Gaussian light source,

such as the sample we consider, Gz(T) is related to gl (T) via Siegert relation, i.e.
1"

(2.9)

II
where j3 is a constant determined primaliily by the collection optics of the experiment.

"I
2.2.2 Multiple Scatt,~g

,f
To discuss the multiple scattering phenomenon, we must have knowledge about the

mean free path of the medium which is given by[22]

l-~- ,
p(J

(2.10)

where p is the number density of scatters and (J is the total scattering cross-section

for a single scatterer in the medium. If the scattering is isotropic, we may model the

multiple scattering process as a random walk process with a random walk step size

I. When the step number is large, the random walk problem can be treated with

the diffusion equation. It can be proved that 1 is related to the photon diffusion

coefficient D-y, i.e.
vI

D-y =-,
3

(2.11 )

where v is the speed of light in the medium[23]. In the case of anisotropic scattering

medium, I should be replaced with the transport mean free path 1* and the photon

diffusion coefficient becomes
vl*

D"I=-
3

(2.12)

IkJJal}.§1LQI.tJl1!:Q,n.ir~~..p.~tl}"r§Pr.~R~nt.~_J.h e length_~~l~~2.~~l..~hjch_J.h~h2.t.o..n

.dir~<j,iQllj.U-i;lQ.domi.ze.d.j;uLit.tr.aY.erses_ilieJD.edium. It is related to I by the following

equation
I

1* = (2.13)
(1- cos()) ,

where () is the scattering angle for a single scattering event in the sequence and (...}

indicates an ensemble average over all the scattering events of the sequence. Eqn.
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Figure 2.3: Persistence length in polymer: Each monomer of length I has a bond
which makes an angle 0 with its neighbor. 1* represents the the length scale over
which the polymer bends significantly.

2.13 is a result of making diffusion approximation from electro-magnetic transport

theory in random media[22]. We can motivate eqn 2.13 by analogy to polymers. In

a polymer molecule, each monomer of length I has a bond which makes an angle

owith its neighbor. The persistence length Ip is similar in this case to the photon

transport mean free path 1* and is given by the sum

~ n I
lp = I LJ (cos 0) = ( 0) .

n=O 1 - cos
(2.14)

Referring to Fig. 2.3 ~~knce length relates ik.kn~Y.eL._\:\Z.b.ich...the...

polymer bends siguificant1JL(i£ by rv 1[).

Now, we will derive the expression for the electric field temporal autocorrelation

function gl (T) in the multiple scattering limit. Let's first consider the simple scat

tering process illustrated in Fig. 2.4. The light field passing along a particular path

through the sample experiences ]V scattering events and emerges with a, phase that

depends on its total pathlength s which can be expressed as

(2.15)

where k i is the wavevector of the photon after i scattering events, Ti is the position
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Figure 2.4: A photon experiences N scattering events: k i is the wavevector for the
photon propagating from particle (i) at position ri to particle (i +1) at position ri+l'

of the i-th scatterer. The total phase of the field emerging from the sample at time

t is
N

<jJ(t) = kos(t) = 'Lki(t)· [ri+l(t) - ri(t)J
~=o

(2.16)

Here we have ignored the phase-shifts that accompany each scattering event since

they will be constant at different time. The photons that arrive at the detector

generally traverse different paths. The detected electric field is the superposition of

the these fields. We write

E(t) = 'L Epei</Jp(t) ,
p

(2.17)

where L:p represents a sum over all the paths p and Ep is the amplitude of the

detected field from path p. We can insert this expression into the definition of the

field autocorrelation function and obtain

. ( ) = ((E(t)E*(t +T))) = _1 (("" E i</JP(t») ("" E* iePP1(t+T»)) (2.18)
g(t) T (IE(t)12) (1) L: pe "7 pIe ,

where (1) is the total averaged scattering intensity. When the correlations between

different paths can be neglected, we can drop those terms with p #- p' because their

20
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average is zero, and we obtain

gl(T) = (I: IEp l
2
~i[q,P(t+T}-q,P(t)])

p (1)

;;= ~~] (ei[q,p(t+T)-q,p(t}]) , (2.19)

~

where (Ip) is the average intensity f)om path p. Since only the correlation time T is

relevant to the measurement, we wll set t = o. From eqn. (2.16), we can obtain
?.c#'

~1>p(T) 1>p(T) - 1>p(O)Y
N

I:ki(T)· [ri+l(T) - ri(T)] - ki(O)· [ri+l(O) - ri(O)J (2.20)
i==O

N N
I:(ki+1 (0) - ki(O))· ~ri(T) + I:(ki(T) - ki(O))· [ri+l(T) - ri(T)J.
i==O i==O

where ~ri(T) = 1'i(T) - 1'i(O). The magnitude of the waveveetor is a constant in

isotropic media, i.e.

obtain
N N

~1>p(T) = I:qi· ~ri(T) + I:~ki(T). [ri+l(T) - ri(T)],
i==O i==O

d(k2
) = d(k· k) = k· dk = 0,

(2.21)

(2.22)

which indicates that dk is normal to k. Recalling that ki is in the direction of

ri,i+l ri+l - ri, ~ki is almost normal to ri,i+l. Hence the second term in the above

equation can be dropped also. VVe then have

N

~1>P(T) = I: qi . ~ri(T),
i==O

where the amplitude of q i is related to the i-th scattering angle 8i by

k . 8,
qi = 2 0 sm 2·

(2.23)

(2.24)

Now we must calculate the quantity (e- i .6.q,p(T»). For large numbers of scattering

events, ~1>p is a random Gaussian variable. Utilizing the central limit theorem

again, we obtain

(2.25)
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Using the expression for 6:.¢p(T) in eqn. (2.21) and assuming the independence of

successive phase factors qi . 6:.1'i(T), wf.have

N N

(~¢;(T)) = 2:2: ([qi· 6:. r i(T))[%· 6:.rj(T)J)
iF1 j=1

• N
F 2: ([qj. 6:.rj(T)f).
I i=1

Furthermore, if each sc"~ing event is independent, we have

.,. 1
(6:.¢;(T)) = N ([qi· 6:.ri(T)f) = 3N (q2) (6:.1' 2(T)).

The quantity (q2) is given by

(
2\ = f F(q)q2 dq

q I - I F(q) dq ,

(2.26)

(2.27)

(2.28)

where F( q) is the form factor for the single scattering. (q2) has a simple yet important

relation to l* as given in the the following expression

(2.29)

When the number of scattering events N is much larger than 1, the path length is

s = Nl. Inserting eqn. (2.29) into eqn. (2.27), we obtain

(2.30)

We see that, for each path, only the path length 5 is relevant to the phase change.

Therefore, we may classify all the paths by their pathlength 5, and using pathlength

distribution function P( 5), the summation L p ¥If is then replaced by Ls P( 5). \f\i'hen

we sum over the contributions from different paths, we obtain the total electric-field

autocorrelation function

91(T) = 2: P(5)exp (lk;(6:.1'
2
(T)) l:)·

s

In the continuum limit, the summation is replaced by the integration so that

22
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I

Figure 2.5: A very short laser pulse is incident from the left-hand side of the sample.
The photons are scattered many times before they exit the sample. The output pulse
is broadened in time as a result of the fact that photons arrive at different times.
The shape of this pulse defines P( t), the probability that a photon takes a time t to
emerge from sample.

Eqn. (2.31) represents an incoherent sum over optical pathlengths[24, 25]. The decay

of the electric field temporal autocorrelation function from each path is independent

of all other paths. In fact, this is not always true, but in most cases of practical

interest, the correlations between different paths can be neglected.

Eqn. (2.32) is one of the most important equations in DWS. However, P( s),

is often not directly measured. \t\!ith the understanding of the fact that the travel

length s is equal to the product of the speed of light in the medium v and the travel

time t(i.e. s = vt ), we may replace P( s) by the travel time distribution function

P(t) which can be directly measured. In isotmpic medium, to obtain P(s) from

P( t) is simply a matter of scaling. The scaling of s -t t is not trivial, however, in

anisotmpic medium, such as nematic liquid crystal. vVe will return to this point in

Chapter 4. In this chapter, we discuss colloids which are isotropic and therefore eqn.

(2.32) is still valid for our discussion.

To obtain the information about the dynamics of the studied system ((6r2
( t»)),

we must determine P(s). This is where the photon diffusion equation comes in. Let's
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Figure 2.6: Multiple Scattering in a correlated system: The scattering is not deter
mined solely by the scatterers themselves.

consider a simple thought experiment as shown in Fig. 2.5. Assuming a very short

pulse of light is incident over some area of the sample. Photons in this pulse are

scattered and execute random walks until they escape. As we collect the escaping

photons at certain position outside the sample, we will find that these photons arrive

at different time. Statistically, the probability distribution function for the arrival

times of photon is P(t) mentioned in previous paragraph. Since we can use the

diffusion equation to solve the random walk problem, we can obtain P( t) by solving

the photon diffusion equation for an instantaneous pulse with appropriate boundary

conditions. The typical boundary conditions used in practice assume the photon

energy density drops to zero at certain extrapolation positions outside the sample.

We will return to this point in Chapter 3.

As the inter-particle distance becomes smaller, interference effect due to nearby

particles is an important factor in determining the differential cross-section and 1*.

In this case, as shown in Fig. 2.6, the scattering is not determined solely by the

scatterer itself. We have to add in the effects of the local structure factor S(q) of
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the system which is given by
N

S(q, ~ L eiq.r ; .

i=1

(2.33)

(2.34)

This analysis has been done previously[37], and will not be reproduced here. The
r!

picture of a sequence of scatt~ing events is still valid, but the quantity (q2) is

modified and is given by ;

r /2) = I F(q)S(q)q
2

dq
-? \ q - I F (q)S (q) dq ,

where F(q) is the form factor for the single scattering and S(q) is the structure factor

of the sample. In general, the other physical quantities measured in DWS, such as

the particle diffusion constant, are also modified[37]. These effective quantities are

obtained from the averaging procedures outlined later, and in reference[37].

2.3 Brownian Motion in Hydrodynamic Time Scales

As far back as 1828, Robert Brown found that the dispersed pollen of plants in

water have some kind of irregular "swarming" motion. Later, he also found this

phenomenon exists generally in all kinds of organic substances. The origin of Brow

nian motion remained a mystery until Einstein pointed out that Brownian motion

was a natural consequence of the thermal motion of the solvent molecules. In his

series of papers, Einstein provided a sound theoretical analysis of the Brownian

motion as " random walk problem". He established the relationship between the

irreversible nature of the Brownian motion and the mechanism of molecular fluetua.-

tions. To sketch out the fundamental theme of Einstein's approach, let's consider a

simple one-dimensional random walk problem. Assuming the Brownian particle can

only move in the x-axis with step size l. In every movement, the Brownian particle

has the same probahility in moving forward or backward. We want to know what is

the probability that after n steps, we find that the Brownian particle has moved rn

steps more in the +x direction than in the -x direction. This probability is given
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by the binomial expression

( ) _ 1 !. n!
Pn m - 2n {Hn + m) }! {~( n - m) }r'

This probability distribution func~on yields the following relations
~

(2.35)

(2.36)

(2.37)n .

0,

./
If we use x( t) to denot(the position of the Brownian particle at time t, and T* to

denote the average time between movements, we have

x(t)

x 2(t)

(2.38)

(2.39)

when t :?> T*.

Besides Einstein's approach, Smoluchowski took another approach to the problem

of Brownian motion. Smoluchowski introduced the probability function Pn(xolx)

which denotes the" probability that the Brownian particle moves from point X o to

point x in n steps". It is given by the so called Smoluchowski equation

ex:>

Pn(xolx) L Pn-l(xolz)Pl(zlx) (n ~ 1)
z=:-oo

Pl(zlx) ~b ~b (2.40)2 z,x-l + 2 z,x+l

Po(zlx) bz,x' (2.41 )

Its solution is

1 n!

2
n {! (n + x - x0)}! {!(n - x + x0)}!

° for Ix - xol > n.

for Ix - xol :S n

(2.42)

(2.43)

This result completely agrees with the result obtained via Einstein's approach. Using

Stirling's formula, n! ~ (21rn )1/2(n/e)n and assuming m ~ n, we arrive at

2 2
Pn(m) ~ m=::- exp( -m /2n).

y21rn
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Now, let's take the position x as a continuous variable, then we can transform the

above equation into the Gaussian form:

dx (X2)p(x)dx = ~exp -- ,
fi7r Dt 4Dt

(2.44)

(2.45)

where ,
I 1 [2

D=--.
# 2T*

If we consider the diffusiort;quation for an N-particle system in one-dimension,i.e.

D a2
( ) _ an(x, t) = 0a2x n x, t at ' (2.46)

where n(x, t) represents the particle number density and D is the particle diffusion

constant, then the solution is

N (x2

)n(x. t) = .j4;Dt exp -- .
, 47rDt 4Dt

(2.47)

Comparing eqn.(2.47) with eqn.(2.44), we find the deep relationship between the

random walk problem and the diffusion equation.

The ultimate source of the Brownian motion is the incessant, random impacts

from the molecules of the fluid. Let's consider the simplest case of an isolated

Brownian particle ,'vith mass M suspended in a fluid. The equation of motion of this

particle is given by

M
dv

= F(t).
dt

(2.48)

Here, F(t) represents all forces exerted on the particle. Langevin suggested that

F(t) may be composed of two parts: (i) an "averaged-out" force, which represents

the viscous drag experienced by the particle and (ii) a "fast fluctuating" force F(t)

which averages out to zero over long intervals of time. \J\le then can rewrite the

equation of motion in the following form

(2.49)
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where B is called the particle mobility and F(t) = O. As we carry out the ensemble

average, we obtain r'
d 1
dt (v) = - M B (v) .

The solution of this equation is obvious' :
~

(v( t)) 1(v(O)) exp(-t/MB)

(2.50)

(2.51)

(2.52)

The solution implies the dr~ocityof the particle decays with a relaxation time

T = M B. An alternate formulation of eqn. 2.48 is given in terms of the particle

mean-square displacements and velocities, i.e.

d
2

/ 2) 1 d ( 2) (2)dt 2 \ r + -:; dt r = 2 v ,

where l'(t = 0) = (0,0,0). In thermal equilibrium, (v 2
) can be replaced by its

equipartition value 3kBT / M and the solution of (1'2) then is given by

(2.53)

Note that (r2) - (~r2) since (r) = O. Let's look at two limiting cases of the solution.

When t ~ T, we have

(2.54)

This result indicates that in the very early stage of Brownian motion, the particle

moves ballistically. On the other hand, when t ::?> T, we have

(2.55)

This result is essentially the same as the Einstein-Smoluchowski result and establishes

a simple relation between the diffusion coefficient D and the mobility B. To further

understand the influence caused by the fluctuating F( t), let us try to evaluate the

quantity (v 2 (t)). If we replace the variable t in eqn. 2.49 by u, multiply both sides

of the equation by exp(u / T), rearrange and integrate over u from u = 0 to u = t, we

will obtain

1 itv(t) = v(O)e-t / T+ _e-t / T eU/TF(u)du.
M 0
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and

(2.57)

~

The second term should vanish because (:F(u)) = o. The third term is a measure,
of the correlation of fluctuations.! It is a quantity of essential importance. As the

correlation time of the flu~ng force is very short, with equipartition theorem,

one can prove that

(2.58)

This equation looks trivial, but it indicates the important fact that statistical equi

librium, once attained, has a natural tendency to persist!

From eqn. 2.56, we can calculate the velocity correlation function R(t), i.e.

R(t) == (v(t)· v(O)) = R(O)e- t/r + } it dt' e-(t-n/r (:F(t) . v(O)) . (2.59)

Because of causality, the particle's velocity at t = 0 cannot be influenced by the

random forces occuring at t > 0, and the term (:F(t)· v(O)) should vanish. Therefore,

we obtain the velocity correlation function in an exponential form, i.e.

(2.60)

In some numerical simulations of the molecular motions in liquids done by Rahman

(1964)[3], Alder & Wainwright (1967)[4]' they found a long-tailed decay in the veloc-

ity correlation function. Simple Langevin theory cannot predict this. This indicates

a deficiency in the simple Langevin approach. Physically, the simple Langevin equa

tion does not consider the hydrodynamic interactions coupled to the particle except

for viscous drag. Alder & Wainwright (1970) numerically solved the Navier-Stokes

equations for time-dependent flow outside a rigid sphere and were able to predict a

r 3 / 2 asymptotic decay in the velocity correlation function of the sphere[4]. Zwanzig

& Bixon (1970) recalculated the velocity correlation function using the explicit gen

eralization of the Stokes drag for transient motions with an arbitrary frequency .and
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repeated the C 3
/

2 asymptotic decay[5] . Though the frequency-dependent friction

corrected the velocity correlations, it also jed to some difficulties with the Stoke

Einstein relation

D p:. kBT/~, (2.61),
where ~ is the inverse of the partic~'s mobility B.

I
Hinch proposed a correction to Langevin equation by applying the Langevin

../
equation to the fluid as wel.~~s the particles[6]. This approach retains the simplicity

of Langevin's approach while yielding the correct decay of the velocity correlation

function. In the following discussion, we will give a brief review of Hinch's theory.

Let's start with a general system whose instantaneous configuration is described

by the state vector x. For aN-particle system, x is a vector containing all the

individal particle position vectors, i. e. x = (Xl,X2,X3,'" ,XN). The rate of change

of the system then is denoted by x and the scalar inner product of two state vectors

is denoted by Xl . X2' In fluid, x belongs to an infinite-dimensional space which

is a mathematical idealization of replacing the enormous number of small solvent

molecules by a continuum. The state vector x for a suspension system will be

discussed later. We also use a second-rank tensor field m(x) to denote a generalized

inertia of the system. Thus the kinetic energy of the changing system is given as

~x . m . x while its generalized momentum is given as m . x. Furthermore, we assume

the system is subject to a friction which is linear to the instantaneous velocity and is

represented by a term ~. x. The second-rank tensor field ~ as well as m is symmetric.

The Langevin equation to be studied becomes

..~

with the initial conditions

m·x+e·x=:F(t)

x(O) = x(O) = O.

(2.62)

(2.63)

The random force :F is considered as stationary white noise. A white-noise force

has two characteristics: the force has no correlation with its value at different times
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and the magnitude of the fluctuations does not change in time. Mathematically, it

is expressed as I '

(F(t)F(t')) = fJ(t' - t)F, (2.64)

where F is a constant symmetric ~econd-rank correlation tensor. In reality, the,
random force does have a very ;rhort but non-zero correlation time. Therefore, we

restrict our attention to muchlo£ger macroscopic events which sense only the integral

force correlation or
F = 1: (F(t)F(t +T)) dT (2.65)

Another assumption we have to make is that the system has a well-defined temper

ature. In another words, thermal equilibrium is reached and equipartition of energy

is applicable to the system. If we can diagonalize the inertia tensor m, by the above

assumption, each possible mode of change of state is associated with a mean kinetic

energy of ~kBT. It can be expressed in the following equation:

lim (xx) = kB Tm- I

t-->co

The solution of eqn.(2.62) with the initial conditions is given by

x(t) = it dt' exp[m- I
. e(t' - t)) . m- I

. F(t')

Then the velocity correlation function then becomes

(2.66)

(2.67)

(x(t)x(t)) = it dt' it dt" exp[m- l ·e(t'-t)).m-I ·(F(t)F(t")).m-I .exp[m-I ·e(t"-t))

(2.68)

Applying the white noise assumption, we obtain

(x(t)x(t)) = it dt' exp[m- I
. e(t' - t)) . m- I

. F . m- I
. exp[m- I

. e(t' - t)) (2.69)

Integrating by parts, we further obtain

(x(t)x(t)) = e-I·F·m-J -exp[-m-I·et)·e-I·F·m-I·exp[-m-I·et)-e-I.m.(xx)·(m-I

(2.70)
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Finally, the assumption of equipartition of energy yields

(2.71)

(2.72)

This result illustrates one important l1hysical issue: fluctuation-dissipation theorem
~

which relates the magnitudes of the random fluctuating force to the mean friction
It

force. Now let's look at the velocily correlation function which is defined as

/"
.JR(T) = lim (x(t +T)X(t)).

t---+oo

Using the solution of the Langevin equation obtained above and white-noise

assumption, we have

(2.73)

.~

and

where the superscript T denotes the transpose of the tensor.

The diffusivity for the considered system is defined as

D = lim ~ d (x(t)x(t))
t---+oo 2 dt

After a few manipulations, we can express it in the form of

(2.74)

(2.75)

(2.76)

So far, our discussion is quite general regarding the studied system. Now, let's

specify that the studied system is a suspension of N rigid particles in an incom

pressible Newtonian fluid. We first define a few quantities: X n is the position of

nth particle; On is the orientation of nth particle. Un and W n are the translation

velocity and angular velocity of nth particle respectively; M n is the mass and In is

the moment of inertia of nth particle respectively. The velocity field of the fluid has

form of

U(x) = Un +W n X (x - xn )
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suspensIOn as

on the nth particle's surface. For simplicity, we restrict our attention to the fluid

with solenoidal velocity field, constant d<jllsity p and viscosity tt. Furthermore, we

also neglect the nonlinear fluid inertia term, changes in the moment inertia tensor

as the particles rotate, and changes i)'l the shape of the fluid volume as the particles
/I

move. Then, we can write down the momentum equations for the components of the
It

I
'Y·u = 0

p~~ = - 'Yp + tt'Y2u

Mn d~t = fInn· a-

I . dW n = J:(x - X ) X n . a-n dt y n

a- = -pI + tt('Yu + 'YuT
)

(2.78)

where the integrals are taken around the surface of the particle and n is the outvvard

normal. The state vector of the system now composes of three components: the first

one is the continuum of points i the fluid, the second one is the position, and the

third one is the orientation of the particles. We may denote it as

(2.79)

The state velocity vector is given by

The generalized momentum is then given by

m· x = (pou(x)/ot, Mndun/dt, In· dwn/dt).

(2.80)

(2.81)

To obtain measurable physical quantities, such as R(T) or D, we need to obtain m

and ein matrix form. Comparing eqn. 2.78 and eqn. 2.81, one can obtain m as

given by

pI8(x' - x) 0

m = 0 1\17118n l n

o
o (2.82)

o o
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To obtain the symmetric friction tensor is pretty complicated, but it can be proved

(2.83)

(2.84)

(2.85)

(2.86)

o 0

I '

tL8(x' - x)(I V.V+ VV) 0 0

e= i/b 0 0

(~T2(T))=6DoTV {T-2 E+~(4-P')+J 3V-; 9 p 5 - 8(p'f p)

x [:~ eO:~ T erfc(0'+ V'T) - :~ eO::- T erfc(0'_ V'T)] } ,

to be of the following form:

" 0l
Our goal now is to obtain th~ression of the velocity correlation function. The

furthermore calculation will t: omitted and only the result is given, which is

Here Tv pa2 fry is called hydrodynamic time. We also have

p' and a are the density and radius of the sphere respectively. This expression

of the velocity correlation function has the T-
3

/
2 asympotic decay as predicted by

numberical simulations, i.e.

This expression of (Llr2(T)) has the same diffusive behavior predicted by simple

Langevin's theory in the long time limit. In the short time limit(T < Tv), however,

it predicts a significantly smaller displayment. In the experiment we will discuss

later in this chapter, we measured the root-mean-square displayment of polystyrene

spheres suspended in water as a function of time. We found in very dilute sample,

Hinch's theory agrees with our experiment results.
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Figure 2.7: A simple Michelson Interferometer:The speckle field E( t) is divided at
the interferometer entrance, directed along two spatially separated paths of differing
length, and then recombined.

2.4 Diffusing-Wave Interferometry(DWI)

Although DvVS is a powerful technique in probing dynamics of suspension system, its

time resolution is limited by the time resolution that the electronic autocorrelator can

offer. Currently, the best time resolution that commercial electronic autocorrelator

can offer is about 15 nsec. This resolution is not adequate to probe the Brownian

dynamics on the earliest hydrodynamic time scales. To overcome this limitation,

we replace the electronic autocorrelator in a traditional DWS set-up by an optical

autocorrelator. In our experiment, we use a Michelson interferometer as the optical

autocorrelator.

As shown in Fig. 2.7, the sample speckle field E( t) is divided at the interferometer

entrance, directed along two spatially separated paths of differing length, and then

recombined on a light detector. In this case the time-averaged intensity we measure,

(I(T)), depends on the temporal delay T introduced between the recombined fields,
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(2.87)

the optical carrier frequency w, the average speckle intensity lave, and the temporal

autocorrelation function 91(T) = I(E*(t +.r)E(t)) 1/ (IE(tW) of the sample speckle

field, i.e.,
1

(I(T)) = -Ie/be [1 + 91(T)COS(WT)J.
2/4

This equation tells us that (I(T)} is an oscillatory function of T with 91 (T) as its
r

envelope. In the optical fr7cies, cos WT oscillates in the time scales of femto-

second. If 91(T) decays ~rthe time scales much longer than that, it is a good

approximation to take 91 (T) as a constant for several oscillation cycles. In this case,

we have a simple formula to relate the field autocorrelation function to measured

intensity:

()
I(T)max - I(T)min

91 T = -'--'------'----'--
I(T)max + I(T)min

(2.88)

Thus the temporal visibility of the detected intensity directly yields 91 (T). Typically,

the hydrodynamic time scale of Brownian dynamics is nano-second and therefore we

can use eqn. (2.88).

This optical correlator technique overcomes several limitations inherent in con

ventional photon correlation methodologies. The time resolution is at least 10 times

better than the smallest commercially available correlator bin width, and can in

principle be as short as a few femto-seconds; the minimum count rates can be lower

than 1 kHz without degrading the signal-to-noise, and in contrast to D\'VS intensity

correlation measurements [29], the information derived from the electric field corre

lation function is not affected when the laser coherence length becomes smaller than

the typical photon path length through the medium.

2.5 Experiment Set-up

The goal of the first experiment we discuss in this dissertation is to probe the Brow

nian dynamics in the hydrodynamic time scales. Before we describe the experiment

set-up, we will first describe the sample we studied and how we prepared it. The
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(2.89)

studied sample in this experiment is the polystyrene sphere suspension. As described

in Chapter 1, polystyrene spheres can be :rpade very uniform in the size and thus

we can treat them as monodisperse system. By adding HCl, we can also control

the screening length to make them intpract with each other like hard sphere. The

density of the polystyrene sphere is orily 1.05 gjcm3 and thus for most of the cases,
/I

we don't have to worry about the,isedimentation during the measurement. In our

experiment, we use differen~ere sizes which range from 0.205rm to 0.460rm.
•f

For these sphere size, there is no observable sedimentation within several days. To

calculate the transport mean free path 1* of the sample, we need to know its volume

fraction. The procedure we used to measure the volume fraction is described in the

following:

1. Measure the weight of an clean dried empty container Wb•

2. Pour the suspension into the container and measure the total weight Wt .

3. Dry the sample until all the water is gone.

4. Measure the weight of the dried sample Wp •

5. The volume fraction of the sample is then given by

rP = (Wp - Wb) / dpolystyrene

(lVp - Wb) j dpolystyrene + (Wt - W p ) / dwater

\Vith a balance with accuracy up to O.lmg, the above procedure provides a simple

yet accurate measurement of volume fraction. With the know volume fraction and

sphere size, we can calculate l*. The actual calculation was carried out by a computer

program.

In Fig. 2.8, we show the set-up of the experiment that we have carried out for

probing the Brownian dynamics in the hydrodynamic time scales. The polystyrene

sphere suspension is stored in a cylindrical cell. The diameter of the cell is 5 em.

To obtain desired decay in 91 (T) for a particular sample, the thickness of the cell,

depends on the volume fraction of the sphere, is selected from I-em, 2-cm, 3-cm,

4-cm, or 5-cm. The whole sample cell was immersed in the water. The purpose

of this is two-fold. First, it reduces the reflection at the boundaries caused by
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Figure 2.8: Experiment set-up for probing Brownian Motion in hydrodynamic time
scales
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Figure 2.9: Examples of intensity scan as a function of time

the index mismatch. We have more detailed discuss about this point in the next
, I:

chapter. Second, the water serves as heat bath to minimize the temperature change

of the sample. This is important since the sample is illuminated by a laser beam

with power up to 7W. In our experiment, we used the green light from an Ar+ laser

(A = 514.5nm) to impinge on the center of the cylindrical cell. We used a pin-hole to

select the photons emerged from the center of the other end surface. These photons

were directed into a Michelson interferometer which offers up to 20-nsec optical delay.

The photons were separated into two beams by a (50/50) beam splitter. These two

beams recombined with the delay T set by the length difference of the two arms of

the Michelson interferometer. The recombined light then was sent into the PMT.

The signal from the PMT was send to a computer controlled locking amplifier. In

the fixed arm of the Michaelson interferometer, we inserted an air wedge in which

the air density was controlled. The purpose of this air wedge is to change to optical
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delay in the time scale of femto-seconds. During the process of measurement, we first

manually moved the mirror in the adjustable arm to the desired delay for the field

autocorrelation function. Then we pumped out the air in the air wedge and let the

air leak in again very slowly. Since the change in the air density changes the index

of fraction and thus the travel time for the photon to pass through the air wedge,

we were able to obtain an extra time delay in the time scale of femto-seconds. The

intensity of collected photons was plotted as a function of time as shown in Fig. 2.9.

As we discussed in the previous section, ideally, the visibility of the signal should

give us the value of the field autocorrelation function at that delay.

Unfortunately, the laser has a finite coherence length, which results in an extra

decay in the measured signals. We can correct this problem by normalizing our data

with the data obtained from a reference sample. The reference sample was also a

polystyrene suspension but with volume fraction so low (0.2%) that the decay of the
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field autocorrelation function caused by the positional fluctuations of the spheres is

negligible in the time scales we were measuri:ttg'. In Fig. 2.10, we show a typical

result of the measurement of normalized 91 (T).

II,
II

2.6 Results and Conc}usions

In Fig. 2.9 we show two norma~visibility curves taken at delays of T = 0 and

20 nsec. The amplitude decay ~f these oscillations results from the motions of the

particles. We determined these amplitudes in one nanosecond intervals by the coarse

movement of one arm in the interferometer. The decay of visibility, i.e. 91 (T), during

one experimental run was determined for samples of 0.205-, 0.299-, and 0.460-fLm

diameter polystyrene spheres in water for volume fractions, 1>, ranging from 0.02

to 0.24. By adding an appropriate amount of HCl to the suspension, the particle

screening length was kept below 50 Athereby ensuring that the direct interactions

were essentially hard-sphere. The sample cells were immersed in water in order to

maintain the sample temperatures at 24°C, and minimize reflections at the sample

walls.

Including the effect of absorption, DWS theory gives [9]

(2.90)

Here ko is the wavevector of light in the medium, 1* is the photon random walk

steplength [9], la is the light absorption length in the medium, and P( s) represents

the probability that a photon travels a distance s through the medium before emerg

ing at the detection point. The experiment required very thick sample cells (1 to

5 cm), and thus we had to systematically account for the effects of absorption and

geometry in these samples. We independently determined 1* for each of our samples

by static transmission and by long-time diffusion measurements using conventional

D\"lS on millimeter-thick samples. The DWS measurements were typically within

5% of our calculations of 1* from Mie theory, but were exceedingly accurate (rv 1%
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variation) and were prone to fewer systematic errors than either the static transmis

sion measurements or the theoretical estimJtes which require accurate knowledge of

sample material properties. We computed P( s) analytically for our cylindrical cells

[3D) and included the effects of light l~s through the cell walls as well as the exact

illumination and detection geometri~s. Finally we performed absolute transmission
II

measurements as a function of ceWthickness, which, along with our measured [* and

calculated P(s), enabled u~educe la (1-5 m). Using this information and our

measured 91 (T), we determined (.6..r2
( T)) by inverting eqn. 2.90.

For volume fractions of a few percent and lower, (.6..r2(T)) is accurately obtained

from the measured 91(T) using eqn. 2.90. At higher concentrations however, inter

actions become important and the measured 91 (T) can also contain contributions

from density fluctuations involving more than one particle, particularly if the mean

interparticle distance is less than the wavelength of light. In this case, the quantity

(,6..r2(T)) in eqn. 2.90 must be replaced by

(2.91 )

where A(q,T) = -tv L~j (Llri(T)' Llrj(T)eiq.(ri(o)-rJ(o))) is a time and q-dependent

factor which accounts for the correlated motions and scattering of different particles,

and S(q) is the structure factor of the suspension(37]. The square brackets denote the

q-average, [X] = fgkoa X(q)F(q)q3dqj fgkoa F(q)q3dq, where F(q) is the particle form

factor. The structural correction (S(q)]' is easily computed within the Percus-Yevick

(33) approximation, and works very well for hard spheres at these volume fractions.

The quantity (A( q, T)) has been calculated for hard spheres at long times when the

particles are moving diffusively [34]. In the long time limit, [A(q, T)] is rv 6 times

smaller than (Llr2
( T)) for our most concentrated sample of 0.205-f.lm-diam. spheres.

The correction factor rapidly diminishes with both increasing particle size and de

creasing volume fraction. (A(q,T)} has not been calculated at short times, but must

vanish as T approaches zero. Our data span both dilute and concentrated regimes.
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In our analysis we have assumed [A(q,T)J is zero, but we have included the struc

tural correction. In Fig. 2.11(a), we show'the time-dependent rms displacement,

J(~r2(T») of 0.205-flm-diameter particles at two different concentrations. Data

from the lowest concentration sampla< r/J = 0.02, is in excellent agreement with the
If

isolated-particle theory [6J. We ell}phasize that there are no adjustable or calculated

experimental parameters in makilg this comparison. These results confirm the va

lidity of the hYdrodynami~rydown to times much less than the characteristic

hydrodynamic time T~ (12.5 nsec for this sample). At higher concentrations, the

data exhibits systematic departures from the isolated-particle theory. At a given

delay time T, the rms displacement of a particle decreases with increasing volume

fraction consistent with the expectation that hydrodynamic interactions with neigh

boring particles effectively impede particle motion. vVe have observed these effects

in all our concentrated samples on time scales significantly less than the time it takes

the fluid momentum to diffuse the mean distance between nearest neighbor particle

surfaces. The measurements suggest that average particle motion is still modified

by hydrodynamic interactions, but that these interactions arise only occasionally

between particles whose distance of closest approach is substantially smaller than

the mean particle separation.

Recent experiments [8J and simulations [28J suggest that the time evolution of

Brownian particles in concentrated suspensions obeys a remarkable scaling with re

spect to the isolated-particle theory. Briefly, the isolated-particle theory predicts

(~r2(T)) = 6DoT~f(T/Tn, where Do = kTj61fa1] is the Stokes-Einstein diffusion

coefficient, and f( T/T~) is an algebraic function[6]. Scaling is accomplished by re

placing Do and T~ with the r/J-dependent functions D(r/J) and Tv(r/J). In Fig. 2.12 we

investigate three different scaling schemes. In each graph we plot a scaled rms dis

placement, {(,6,r2(T)) j6D(r/J)Tv(r/J)}1/2, as a function of a scaled time, T/Tv(r/J). The

first scheme, originally proposed by Zhu et al [8J to explain volume fraction dependent

measurements on time scales greater than T~, sets D(r/J) = Ds(r/J) = Do(1 - 1.83r/J)
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and 7 v (¢» = pa 2/TJHF(¢», where TJHF(¢» is the high frequency viscosity of the suspen

sion calculated by Beenakker [36]; in thEYsecond scheme, D(¢» = Ds (¢» again, but

we scale time according to 7 v (¢» = 7~(1 - 1.83¢»; in the third scheme we modify

only the viscosity, i.e. D(¢» = kT/f(YlraTJHF(¢» and 7 v (¢» = pa2/TJHF(¢». It is ap-
~

parent from the figure that all sFaling schemes adequately describe the data over

the full range of concentrations/explored for each sample. Moreover, each of the

scaling analyses provides.~ificant1ybetter description of the data than does the

unsealed isolated-particle theory of Hinch. A particularly interesting scenario is pro

vided by the first scaling analysis. Zhu et al interpreted the scaling as evidence that

a Brownian particle moves in an effective medium which has the viscosity of the bulk

suspensIOn.

Our analysis enlarges the range of viable scaling schemes, and suggests that

although the scaling of Zhu et al appears valid for 7 > 7~ , another scaling may

underly the behavior when 7 < 7~ . Further work is needed to clarify this issue.

Finally, we return to reconsider our earlier assumption that the factor [A( q, 7)]

can be neglected in comparison to (6.r2(7)) in eqn. 2.91. If [A(q,7)] ~ (6.r2(7)),

then all the data we present are properly interpreted as the mean square displacement

of a tracer particle. This hypothesis is supported by the observation that all of our

results are well-described by the scaling analysis, with the possible exception of our

longest-time data for our smallest spheres. By contrast, it is possible that some

of the measured deviation of the data from the isolated-particle theory arises as a

result of non-negligible correlated scattering from different particles. In this case,

the time-dependence of the deviation implies that the motion of different particles is

correlated for 7 < 7~ and that these correlations are changing over these same time

scales as a result of time-dependent hydrodynamic interactions. Thus, regardless

of our assumption about [A( q, 7)], the data clearly imply that there a.re significant

time-dependent hydrodynamic interactions between different particles which affect

particle motion on time scales less than 7~. This surprising result presents a. challenge
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to our current theoretical understanding of many-body hydrodynamic interactions

between Brownian parbcles. In the futureylattice- Boltzman computer simulations,

and q-dependent DWS experiments may provide new insight into these issues.

,
!
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Chapter 3
./".r

Breakdown of DWS

The applicability of DWS depends on the size of the studied system. The photon

diffusion approximation, on which DWS is based requires unpolarized light and a

sample whose size is much bigger than the transport mean free path l*. To extend

DWS to some practical systems whose sizes may only be several l*, such as human

tissue, one should be careful about the validity of the photon diffusion approximation

and thus DWS. In this chapter, we discuss several practical issues concerning the

design of DWS experiments in the region where D\iVS may fail.

3.1 Photon Diffusion Approximation

In principle, all the classical electro-magnetic phenomenon should be able to be

explained by solving Maxwell's equations. In only very few cases, however, can one

obtain analytical solutions. In the limit of strong multiple scattering in random

media, the photon energy density propagates like heat. Therefore, we may guess

that the diffusion equation should be useful for problems in multiple light scattering.

The diffusion equation is characterized by the photon diffusion coefficient Dr

Single scattering, on the other hand, is characterized by a single scattering cross

section (J or photon mean free path l. In the following discussion, we will give a brief
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Figure 3.1: Scattering in isotropic medium: dS is a surface element located at the
origin and with its normal vector in the direction of +Z. dV is a volume element
located at position r. U(r) is the photon energy density at position r. e is the angle
between r and the normal vector of dS.

review about how to link D and 1. In a medium consisting of isotropic scatterers, the

possibility for a photon to propagate a distance r without being scattered is given

by exp(-rll) which yields (r) = 1. As shown is Fig. 3.1, the number of photons

which are scattered per unit time from a volume element dV in the +z half-plane

and reach the area element dS(with its normal vector in the +z direction) without

being scattering is given by:

(3.1 )

where r is the distance between the volume element dV and surface element dS, e
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is the angle between l' and the normal vector of dS, U(r) is the photon density at

position r, and v is the speed of lighv in the medium. First we assume that the

variation in U over a distance 1is small and then we can approximate U by a Taylor

expansion to linear order: jI
~

U(1')rU(1'o) + (1' - 1'0) . (\7U)o.
!

(3.2)

To obtain the flux of ph~s into dS(in the -z direction), we integrate the above

equation over all availa~ volume in the half-plane z > zoo In the case that 1'0 is far

from the boundaries and the size of the medium is much larger that 1, the integration

can be carried out by integrating over all the half-plane z > Zo due to the fact that

the contributions from the remote positions are diminished by the factor exp( -r / 1).

The photon flux in the -z direction, J_, then is given by

(3.3)

Similarly, the photon flux in the +z direction, J+, is given by integrating over the

half-plane z < Zo

Uv vI au
J+(z)=4-6az·

The net flux J == J+ - J_ then is given by

vI au
J(z) = ---.

3 OZ

From the relation between the flux and the energy gradient,

J = -D\7U,

it is now obvious that the diffusion coefficient D'Y is related to 1as

D'Y = vl/3.

(3.4)

(3..5)

(3.6)

(3.7)

For anisotropic scatters, the mean free path 1 should be replaced by the transport

mean free path 1* which is the length scale over which the photon can be considered

diffusing. It can be proved that[22]

D'Y = vl* /3,
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and we have the photon diffusion equation

(3.9)

Note that eqn. (3.9) is only valid f~er volumes of at least severall*. When we want

to apply the diffusion equatiollfto a practical problem, we also need the boundary
I

conditions. The typical boun~ary conditions used with the photon diffusion equation

assume there exists an ~~olation length Ze outside the sample where the energy

density drops to zero. Typically, Ze is in the order of l*. When the size of the sample

is much larger than l*, Ze has no significant effect. For a planar boundary condition,

assuming that the scattering medium is in the Z < 0 region, there is no flux from

the Z > 0 region and flow in the - Z direction. In another words,

(3.10)

(3.11 )

This gives

2/* (au)
u+ 3 az z=o = 0,

and we then have Ze = 2/* /3. As we send a laser beam into the scattering medium,

it will not be diffusive right at the incident boundary. Phenomenologically, we may

assume that the light begins to diffuse at the location 0:/* away from the boundary.

0: usually is taken to be 1. To be more rigorous, one also can distribute the source

exponentially along the incident direction[35].

To further understand the diffusion behavior of photons, it worths solving the

diffusion equation for a slab geometry. As shown in Fig. 3.2, the scattering medium

is bounded in the region 0 < Z < L. The diffusion equation can now be reduced to

a one-dimensional problem whose solution is given by

u = u
o

{ (
1 + 2/;/3)

1+0'/{2/3) (L + '2l* - z)
L+{2/3-0' )/* 3 .

for Z < o:l*

for z > o:l*
(3.12)

One schematic of the solution is given in Fig. 3.2. Eqn. (3.12) gives the expression
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Figure 3.2: Photon diffusion in one-dimension

of the total transmission T as the following

5l* ( 4l*)-1T=- 1+-
3L 3L

(3.13)

When L is much bigger than l*, the total transmission depends linearly on l* and is

inversely proportional to L. This also offers a rule of thumb to judge whether the

scattering is diffusive or not.

Now, let's turn to the calculation of 91 (T). Since in most cases, the timescale

that DWS is used as a probe is in the diffusive limit, we will use the approximation

,6.r2
( T) rv 6DT in the following discussion. From eqn. (2.32) we know that we have to

calculate P( s), which is the probability distribution for a photon to travel a length

s through the medium. P( s) is proportional to the time spectrum of the photon

current at the collection position rout for an input b-funetion pulse in time, i.e.

(3.14)
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In experiment, P(s) can be measured by applying the nonlinear optical gating tech

nique on sub-nanosecond and nanosecoJl.d time scales[31]. In general, the photon

diffusion equation is proved valid. Now, let's take the slab we just discussed. We

(3.15)

first calculate 91 (7) in the transmi&f>ion case for a plane wave incident beam.
II

suming that the 8 pulse is located at Zo, and one can prove that [11],
L/I:+4/3 ! sinh [zZ /6-il + ~ f§:i. cosh [zZ ~}

()
zo/I + 3'i. 1 V~J 3VTo 1 V~J

91 7 = + ~) sinh [1:- /EEl + 1 f&i cosh [.1. IEl '
_ 3To I*V~J 3V~ I*V~J

where 7 0 =(Dk;t 1
. As 7 ~ 7 0 , we have a simpler expression:

As-

(1:- + i) IE
( ) 1* 3 V~

91 7 ::::;j (1 +~) sinh [1; ~ + 1 f6i cosh [1; !E1'
3T0 1 V To J 3 V~ 1 V~J

(3.16)

In some cases, particularly when large light powers are needed, a point source geom

etry should be considered. One can obtain in this case

(3.17)

where E l*/(3L), ( = zo/L, C is a normalization constant, and Jo("') is the

zero-th order Bessel function. The function B(~, E, () is given by

(3.18)

The point source geometry, however, has the disadvantage that it may cause sig

nificant local heating. In this case, a incident beam with finite diameter is most

desirable. Since the output profile of a laser beam is often Gaussian, an expression

of 91 (7) for a Gaussian incident beam is useful. We can use eqn. (3.17) as the

starting point. Assuming an instantaneous Gaussian source with width d, i.e.

(3.19)

one can prove that

(3.20)
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where.6. djL and Of is a normalization factor. Another geometry commonly used

in DWS experiments is the backscattering geometry. In some situations, it is not
/

convenient nor possible to perform a transmission experiment, the backscattering

geometry provides great advanta~. One a.lso can obta.in 91 (T) in this case for an

instantaneous planar source at 1= Zo as
f

q1 (T) = sinh [I!l (~ - ~)] + ~If;cosh [If; (~ - ~)] ()
. =t ~) sinh ( !§if;,) + i !§i cosh ( !§if;,) 3.21

3T o V~ I 3 VTo V~ I

}or a sample with infinite thickness, the above expression reduces to

If T ~ To, we also have a very simple form

(E.<>+2){fiT
()

- 1* 3" TO

91 T rv e .

(3.22)

(3.23)

In practice, though it was found that the backscattering data can be well fitted by

"1&
91( T) = e Vr;; . (3.24)

The value of I does not always agree with ~~ +~ and also depends on the polarization

of collected photons[26, 27]. This discrepancy originates in part from the fact that

a significant part of the collected photons in the backscattering geometry are not

diffusive photons.

3.2 Practical Considerations in Applying DWS

In most cases, the scattering medium is stored in a container whose refractive index

may be different from that of the medium. The index mismatch causes reflections

at the boundaries. The reflected flux of photons modifies the local energy densities

near the boundaries. More specifically, it reduces the gradient of the energy den

sity. The reflected flux effectively increases the extrapolation length. Zhu, Pine and
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obtained

Weitz calculated the average diffusive reflectivity R for a planar boundary [37]. They

/

3C2 + 2C1 ('#:
R = 3C

2
_ 2C

1
+2' Cn = io R(O) cos

n
Osin OdO, (3.25)

where 0 is the incident angle of photo/land R(0) is the angular dependent reflectivity.

Again, let's assume the scatteringtmedium is in the z < 0 region; now we have
!
I

~z :s; 0) = RJ+(z :s; 0)..r
Inserting the expression of J+ and J_ in eqns. (3.4) and (3.5), we have

(3.26)

(3.27)u+ (1 +R) 21* (au) = O.
1 - R 3 az z=o

In this case, we can see that the extrapolation length is modified by a factor of

(1 +R)j(l - R).

To further evaluate the diffusive reflectivity, let's consider the light propagation

problem sketched in Fig. 3.2. Region 1 with refractive index n1 is the scattering

medium, region 2 with refractive index n2 is a cylindrical optical window with di

ameter D and thickness d, and region 3 with index n3 is the surrounding medium.

We also use the Rij and Iij to denote the polarization-averaged Fresnel reflection

and transmission coefficients for light propagates from medium i into medium j,

respectively. Rij and Tij are given by

Here OJ is the angle between the light direction and the normal vector of the inter

face. In addition to the diffusive reflection coefficient between a multiple-scattering

sample and a nonscattering external medium R12 (01), we consider light that propa

gates to the second boundary and is reflected back into the sample, increasing the

reflectivity by T12(01)R23 (02)T12 (02). VVe use Snell's law to calculate 02(Od. Due to

the finite size of the container, only a limited number of multiple reflections should
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be considered. At each reflection, a photon propagates a distance 2d tan( ( 2 ) along

the sample's surface. We choose to ignQre multiple reflections that require that the

photon be translated by more than half of the cell diameter D. That is to say, the

number of reflections Nm included tn the calculation is the biggest integer less than
If

D 14d tan(( 2 ). The total angularjdependent reflection coefficient is then given by

! j=Nrn (e2)
R(OI) = R12 (Ol) -+;i(01)R23 (02)T21 (()2) x L [R21(01)R23(e2)]j

~ j~
...1'

1- [R21(el)R23(e2)]Nm(e2)
R12 (01) +T12(01)R23(e2)T21(e2) x 1 _ R21(el)R23(e2) .(3.29)

Inserting R(0) into eqn. 3.25, we can obtain the diffusive reflectivity and use it to

calculate effective extrapolation length. The value of Nm can be important when

Did is not big. For a colloid-glass-air system, the diffusive reflectivity is about 40%

for Did = 00 when it is only about 10% for Did rv 10. It is interesting that the

constraint of finite sample size can decrease the influence of the reflections that occur

at the boundaries.

As we know, Maxwell's equations are vector equations while the diffusion equa

tion is a scalar equation. The validity of using the photon diffusion equation also

requires an unpolarized light. To obtain powerful, single-frequency light source,

we have to use a laser, which is usually polarized. As the photon scatters in the

medium, not only is its direction of propagation randomized, but also the direction

of polarization is randomized. This suggests that the thickness required to observe

a unpolarized emerging flux may be related to the thickness required for DWS to be

valid.

In the experiment we are going to discuss in the next section, we would like to

answer the following questions:

1. How big the beam size is needed to use plane-wave solution accurately?

2. How thick must the sample be to make DWS valid for a slab geometry?

3. How big is the effect of index mismatch?

4. How important is the polarization effect?
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With these questions answered, scientists and engineers can have a rule of thumb in

designing DWS experiments or equipment;based on DWS.

/1

3.3 Experiment Set!up,
I
I

Our DWS measurement app~s is shown in Fig. 3.4, which is a typical DWS set-

up except that a variable tl~kness cell is used. The apparatus consists of an Argon

ion laser operating at a wavelength of 514.5 nm, a spatial filter, and collimating

optics that produced a Gaussian beam with a FWHM of 2 cm; the central 2 cm of

the beam is allowed to illuminate the sample. A single speckle of transmitted light

was selected by two pinholes. The polarization direction of the transmitted light can

also be selected by an analyzer. The ratio of transmitted light to reflected intensities

was measured and compared with a standard sample for calibration. In the dynamic

measurements, two PMTs were used to minimize the effects of after-pulsing in the

PMT, i.e. cross-correlation technique was used.

Conventionally, the volume fraction is used to adjust the ratio of l* to the cell

thickness L. This, in fact, is prone to systematic effects. In order to minimize

the systematic effects that might arise in sample preparation, we used a variable

thickness cylindrical cell whose thickness can range from 50jLm to 5mm and whose

diameter is 2cm. This cell was constructed of stainless steel with Teflon seals and

quartz windows. The partially reflecting steel boundary is not important because

the thickness of the sample is much less than the diameter of the sample. The cell's

path length was calibrated against a fixed thickness cuvette in spectrophotometer by

the use of a green dye(McCormicks food coloring) with two absorption peaks. l'rom

this calibration, the accuracy in the thickness reading was within 5jLm. Samples were

prepared with polystyrene spheres with diameters of 137, 205, 299, 460, 825, 2000,

and 3400 nm. The volume fraction for each sample was chosen to make l* rv 130jLm,

which was about 0.017. This volume fraction was low enough that the inter-particle
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hydrodynamic interaction can be neglected. The value of 1* also made the variable

thickness cell provide sample thickness upito 301* where the validity of DWS is well

recognized. For the static transmission measurement, the data is analyzed using the

following procedures:

i

1. We assume the data point clt large thickness (I"V 4mm) is accurately described
~

by the photon diffusion equ.~n. The measured transmission intensity at that thick-

ness is referred to as Trej , the reference transmission.

2. From eqn. (3.5), we have

T L rej + (4/3)1*
L + (4/3)1*

(3.30)

We scale all transmission data points with Trej .

3. From eqn. (3.30), we calculate 1* as a function of thickness L for every data

point, i.e.

(3.31 )

This equation, however, can not give 1* at L = Lrej . Since 1* is an intrinsic property

of the studied sample, the derived l*(L) should be a constant in the region where

DWS is valid. For the thickness where 1*(L) begins to deviate from this constant

value, DWS is not valid anymore.

In the dynamic measurements, the measured intensity autocorrelation function

was converted into the field autocorrelation function 91 (r) by using the Siegert rela

tion. Assuming the knowledge of the dynamics of the system which is well understood

in these time and volume fraction regimes, 91 (r) was then fitted with eqn. 3.15 to

derive 1* for various L. We investigated how the values of these derived l*s depend

on the sample thickness L and we determined at what thickness D\"!S fails.

To determine how big the beam diameter has to be for using the plane-wave/slab

geometry, we performed dynamics measurements for a 4.4% 0.460llm-diam. system

with cell thickness L = 750llm. The diameter of incident beam is controlled by an
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iris to vary from 1 mm to 20mm. To check the influence of the reflections that occur

at the boundary, we not only carried out mE'jasurements with a sample in air, but

also with sample immersed in water.

,
3.4 Results and Co~tlusions

./"
To test the breakdown of DW{we first performed the static transmission measure-

ments for various cell thicknesses. We also used an analyzer to select different output

polarization during the experiment, which enabled us to test the validity of scalar

photon diffusion approximation. In Fig. 3.5, we plotted the measured static trans

mission data vs. the ratio of cell thickness to transport mean free path, L / 1*, for three

polarization channels. In the following discussions, the parallel(perpendicular) chan

nel means the polarization direction of the detected light is parallel(perpendicular)

to the polarization direction of the incident beam. As shown in Fig. 3.5, when we

decrease the ratio L /1*, the static transmission data for different polarization chan

nels begin to deviate from one another at L rv 91*. When we decrease the ratio

L / 1* from 9 to 5, the measured static transmission for the parallel polarization chan

nel increases more than fifteen times while the perpendicular channel increases less

than two times. This indicates a significant number of non-diffusive photons in the

parallel polarization channel.

For the convenience of discussion, we name the thickness at which the two po

larization channels deviate from each other by about 10% as the depolarization

thickness L dp • Phenomenologically, Ldp indicates a thickness required for a polar

ized incident light to become unpolarized in the transmission measurement. Here

we emphasize that the introduction of Ldp is for practical reasons and thus lacks of

rigorous theoretical foundation. In Fig. 3.4, we show the experimental results for a

0.205fLm-diameter polystyrene sphere suspension with volume fraction ~ = 0.0163.

The inverted l* is normalized by lMie which is the l* calculated using Mie theory
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Figure 3.5: In this graph, we show static transmission as a function of cell thickness
for different polarization channels. The triangle symbols represent the data obtained
with the output polarization parallel to the input polarization. The solid diamond
symbols represent the data obtained with the output polarization 45° off the in
put polarization. The circle symbols represent the data obtained with the output
polarization perpendicular to the input polarization.
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and eqn. 2.34. The cell thickness L is also normalized by IMie for easy comparison.

From the graphs, we can see that L dp is pbout 9 1* for both static transmission

measurement and dynamic measurement.

We also see that, both in the static/transmission and the dynamic measurement,
If

the inverted 1* for the perpendicu~archannel is better described by DWS and by

the scalar photon diffusion approximation than for the parallel channel. One simple

reason for this is that thep~s in the perpendicular channel typical scatter more
J

times in order to get their polarization direction to change by 900
•

The deviation of two polarization channels, of course, indicates that scalar photon

diffusion is not valid for the sample with thickness smaller than L dp for a polarized

incident light source. If we can provide an unpolarized light source or if we select

only the perpendicular channel, the valid region for scalar photon diffusion equation

apparently can be pushed toward to smaller thicknesses.

For practical reasons, it is useful to understand how the depolarization thickness

depends on the size of the particle. We performed a series of measurements with the

green line(>. = 514.5nm) of an Ar-Ion laser to determine L dp in systems with sphere

diameter ranging from O.14flm to 3.4flm. In Fig. 3.7, we plot L dp as a function of

sphere diameter. For the sphere diameter bigger than l.0flm, our result suggests

L dp reach a asymptotic value about 6l*. On the other hand, L dp can be as big as

121* for sphere diameter smaller than O.14flm. This dependence on the particle size

is interesting. Qualitatively, it may be explained by the following argument: For

the same value of 1*, from Mie theory, a photon has to scatter many more times to

get its direction randomized in the big particle suspension than in the small particle

suspension. Therefore, there are less non-diffusive photons in the parallel channel

for the big particle suspension. Though theoretical treatment regarding polarization

dependence of diffusive light has been proposed[38], it is very difficult to apply the

theory to the finite geometry of our experiments.

In Fig. 3.8, V·le plotted the inverted 1* obtained by fitting measured gl (T) with
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Figure 3.6: Results obtained from static and dynamic measurements: l'Dws is the
inverted [*- obtained by fitting the measured 91(T) with eqn. 3.14. IMie is the 1*
calculated by using Mie theory and eqn. 2.34. In the static transmission graph,
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the plane-wave/slab solution, eqn. 3.15, as a function of Db / L which is the ratio of

the beam diameter to the cell thickness. We see that, as Db/Lis larger than 7, the

inverted [* keeps at a constant value. This indicates the regime for which the plane

wave/slab geometry solution for photon diffusion equation can be used accurately

in the analysis of DWS data. This result provides a simple rule of the thumb in

designing DWS experiment.

To test the effect of diffusive reflections at the boundaries, in Fig. 3.9, we plotted

the measurement result for the sample without being immersed in water. The ef

fective diffusive reflectivity was estimated to be about 10% by using eqns. 3.29 and

3.25. The data were analyzed both with and without reflection correction. As we
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can see, the difference between two data sets is more significant in the small values

of thickness. /

In conclusion, this experiment provides useful information in designing DWS ex

periment. Especially, as DWS has bee'n widely applied in biological systems where 1*
If

can be comparable to the size of ~he sample itself, our experimental result, at least,
if

provides a coarse judgment of Hie validity of the data obtained by DWS measure-

ment. We suggest that on~uld use the perpendicular channel if polarized light
J

source is used. To use plane-wave/slab geometry, the diameter of the laser beam

should be bigger than 71*.
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Chapter 4 i

"ti

I

/
,f!""

Multiple Light Scattering in

Nematic Liquid Crystals

Diffusing-\J\Tave Spectroscopy has been successfully applied in many systems. So far,

however, the studied systems are limited to isotropic turbid media. As a result, one is

certainly tempted to extend its application to anisotropic media. In this chapter, we

choose nematic liquid crystals as a model system of an anisotropic turbid medium,

and we study the validity of DWS in this system.

4.1 Director Fluctuations in Nematic Liquid Crys-

tals

In a conventional crystal, the constituent molecules or atoms are located periodically

in space. In liquids, this kind of periodicity does not exist, although local positional

correlations are present. Typically, when a crystal is heated to certain temperature,

the periodicity is destroyed and the material turns into liquid. Interestingly, in the

organic materials we study here, simple transitions from solid to liquid do not occur,

but rather a cascade of transitions involving new phases occur. These new phases are

intermediate between those of a liquid and those of a crystal. The materials we study
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are called liquid crystals. A more proper name for these systems is 'mesomorphic

phase' (mesomorphic :intermediate form ). l'T-he study of liquid crystals is so vast and

so rich that we cannot possibly cover all aspects of it. In this chapter, we will only

discuss those topics relevant to the (fxperiments we performed, which is the light

scattering problem applied to turbid samples of nematic liquid crystal.
~.

To understand the nature of f~he order and symmetries of matter, we usually

define quantities which can~~rly describe them. Let's assume p(r) is the density
,1

distribution function of the matter we are studying. We may define the density-

density correlation function as

F(1' -1") = (p(1')p(1")) , (4.1)

where < .,. > means average over all space. Physically, F( l' - 1") describes the

probability that a constituent molecule is at 1" when another molecule is at 1'. For

a crystal, F( l' -1") is a periodic function. In an isotropic liquid, however, F( l' - 1")

is a function which decays to the square of the average number density p2 and is

characterized by a length scale ( Typically, ~ is called correlation length. Liquid

crystals, typically have no positional order, or positional order in one or two, rather

than in three dimensions. For the case of no positional order, it is quite like a

liquid. F( l' -1") is anisotropic, however, and there are at least two coherence lengths

corresponding to two different directions over which correlations decay. This kind

of liquid crystal is called nematic liquid crystal. Fig. 4.1 shows a schematic sketch

of a nematic system. For the case with one-dimensional order in three dimensions,

the system can be viewed as a set of two-dimensional liquid layers stacked on each

other with a well defined spacing. This kind of liquid crystal is called smectic liquid

crystal. For the case with two-dimensional order in three dimensions, the system can

be viewed as a two-dimensional array of liquid columns. This kind of liquid crystal

is called columnar liquid crystal. In the following discussions, we focus on nematic

liquid crystals only, since it is the system studied in our experiment.

Besides the positional order, for non-spherical molecules, their degrees of freedom
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in orientation exhibit some interesting effects. If there is no directional order, the

system is isotropic. Water is a example of this kind of system. For nematic liquid

crystals, their constituent molecules are aligned preferentially along one direction.

The correlations along this preferred direction typically are different from those in

the perpendicular plane. In general, a nematic liquid crystal possesses the following

features:

1. There is no long-range order with regard to the centers of gravity of the

molecules. The correlations in position are similar to that of the conventional liquid

except that the coherence length is not an isotropic quantity. As a matter of fact,

nematic liquids do flow like liquids.

2. There is order in the direction of the molecules; these molecules tend to

align along one preferred direction. The unit vector n in this preferred direction is

called the director. This directional order also effects to the optical properties of this

system. In general, a nematic liquid crystal is a uniaxial medium with one major

optical axis along ll.

3. Vve can not distinguish the state of director n from the state of director -no

This indistinguishability arises from the requirement of the stability of the system.

For example, if the individual molecules carry a permanent electric dipole, to stabilize

the whole system, the number of 'up' dipoles must equal the number of 'down'

dipoles.
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4. Nematic phases can only occur with materials which do not distinguish be

tween left and right. Either the constituellt molecule has to be identical to its mirror

image or the material has be composed of equal amounts of left- and right-handed

specIes.

When a nematic crystal chan&es from the isotropic phase to the nematic phase, it

decreases its symmetry and becd:nes more ordered. Quantitatively, we can define an

order parameter that is n~ro in the nematic phase but vanishes in the isotropic

phase. The following arguments will lead to the selection of the order parameter for

describing the nematic phase.

Let's first think about rigid rods. The rigid rod system is the simplest model

system that gives rise to a nematic phase. In this model system, the distribution

function of rod alignment is given by j(O, ¢Y). The direction of the nematic axis n is

defined as the average direction of alignment of the rods and is taken as the z-axis of

the (x, y, z) laboratory frame. The alignment distribution function has the following

properties:

1. j(O, ¢Y) is independent of ¢Y. In another words, the phase has complete cylin

drical symmetry about n. In the following discussion, it will be simply noted as

j(O).

2. From the requirement of indistinguishability of nand -n, nO) = j(r. - 0).

Assuming that the axis of each rod is labeled by a unit vector a where

a == (sin 0cos ¢Y, sin 0 sin ¢Y, cos 0), (,1.2)

and each rod has complete cylindrical symmetry about a. The first idea to charac

terize the alignment is the dipole term in the following sense,

(cosO) = (a·n) = Jj(O)cosOdn, (4.3)

where the integration is over the whole solid angle. But this term vanishes as a result

of property 2 mentioned above. We therefore must resort to higher order term for
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the order parameter. The next multipole giving a non-trivial result is the quadrapole

which is defined as /

(4.4)

If

Now, let's look at the following ;'hree instances:
if

1. If f( 0) is a f) function peaked at 0 = 0 or 0 = 1f, then 5 = l.

2. If f(O) is isotropic~ 5 = O.

3. If f(O) is a f) function peaked at 0 = 1f/2, then 5 = -!.
Typically, the quantity 5 can be extracted from NMR measurements by mea

suring the resonance line splitting which is proportional to 5[40]. From the point

of view of the experiment, the directional order is related to the measurement of

all macroscopic tensor properties. For example, the relation between the applied

magnetic field H and the magnetic moment M has the following form:

(4.5)

where 0', {3 = x, y, z. For a static field H, Xa.,(3 is symmetric. In uniaxial nematic

phase, Xa.(3 can be diagonalized as

Xa.(3 =

K.L 0 0

o K.L 0

o 0 XII

(4.6)

If we define Qa.(3 as the anisotropic part of the magnetic susceptibility Xa.(3 , we find

(4.7)

where G is a normalization constant which is usually chosen by setting Qzz = 1

in a totally oriented system. Qa.(3 is called tensor order parameter and has the

properties of being real, symmetric, and zero-trace. One remark to be made here is

that choosing magnetic response as the starting point is just a matter of convention;

we can use electric polarizability or the dielectric constant as well. The relation
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between the dielectric constant and molecular properties, however, is much more

obscure than that between magnetic suscflPtibility and molecular properties.

In general, for most situations of interest, the tensor order parameter of an ideal

nematic liquid crystal with director rrlhas the following form
f.

(4.8)

In most practical cases, d~the constraints imposed by the limiting boundaries

and external fields, there will be some deformations of the director alignment. The

director n should be a function of r and so is Qa(3' While the length scale we are

interested in is much larger than the molecular size, we can describe the deformations

by a continuum theory which disregards the details of the structure of the molecules.

To study the distortion of the director field n(r), let's first try to construct the

free energy associated with the distortion. There are several physical conditions we

have to follow in constructing the distortion free energy. They are:

1. The distortion free energy Fd must be even in n since n cannot be distinguished

from -no

2. The distortion free energy should be composed of terms of type of on(3/oxa

(hereafter we will abbreviate it as Oan(3) which represents a general expression for

the spatial variance in the director field.

According to these conditions, the simplest form of Fd should be a quadratic function

of Oan(3. Here we wm not go into the details of the derivation of Fd• The reader is

encouraged to refer to de Gennes's book[40]. The final form of the distortion energy

is given by

The constants ]{i (i = 1,2,3) introduced in the above equation are associated with

three basic types of deformations respectively. ]{l is for splay deformation, ]{2 is

for twist deformation, and ]{3 is for bend deformation. These constants are of order

10-6 dyne. Fig. 4.2 gives a graphical represention of these deformations.
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Figure 4.2: Three fundamental types of deformation
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(4.10)

In thermal equilibrium, the total distortion energy :Fd = ..L Fd dr should be a

minimum with respect to all variations of the direction field n( r). In the language

of variation principle, we have

J{
f)Fdrl oFd }

fJ:Fd = on; fJn(3 + 0 oo:n(3 oo:( fJn(3) dr
1

After integrating the second ter;fu by parts and neglecting the surface terms, we

arrIve /'
/J{f)Fd ( oFd )}fJ:Fd = on(3 - 00: f) oo:n(3 (fJn(3) dr

We then can define the molecular field h as

(4.11 )

(4.12)

After inserting the expression for Fd we obtained above, we arrive at a rather com

plicated form for the molecular field which can be decomposed into three terms as
1111

:111

hs

hr

f{l V(V· n)

-f{2[(n· V X n)V X n + V X (n· V X n)n]

f{3[(n X V X n) X V X n + V X (n X n X V X n)] (4.13)

II,;

IIII
IIII
jill
illl

Since n is an unit vector, it requires

n· on = O. (4.14)

This requirement leads to the conclusion that the molecular field h should be in the

direction of n in equilibrium.

The fluctuations of the director field is the origin of the light scattering in nematic

liquid crystals. We will discuss this point in next section.

4.2 Light Scattering in Nematic Liquid Crystal

By Comparison to the conventional isotropic liquids, the nematic liquid crystals

scatter visible light", 106 more strongly, and are thus turbid in appearance when
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Figure 4.3: Light propagation in uniaxial medium: Light propagates with an angular
dependent speed. Z-axis is the axis for the extraordinary refractive index

samples are of order a few mm thick. In the early years, this high scattering power

of nematics made some scientists think that they were made of a suspension of

small crystallites in a fluid phase with crystallite dimensions comparable to the

wavelength of the visible light. In fact, the high scattering power of nematics is an

intrinsic property of nematic phases. P. Chatelain[41] carried out the first detailed

experimental studies in this field and gave us a very direct probe of the spontaneous

fluctuations of the alignment in a nematic liquid crystal. One important optical

property of nematic liquid crystals is that they are uniaxial crystals. Depending

on its polarization, the incident light will propagate with the 'ordinary' refractive

index no or 'extraordinary' index n e • In the following, we will only briefly discuss

this point. For further details~ the readers are encouraged to refer to the papers

written by Val'kov and Romanov[42]. Referring to Fig. 4.3, the extraordinary axis
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(with refractive index n e ) is set to be the z-axis while the ordinary axis is set to

be the x-axis(with refractive index no)' /}\n incident beam is characterized by an

unit wave vector k == (sin Bcos <7>, sin Bsin <7>, cos B) and polarization vector i. If the

polarization of this incident beam is ~rpendicular to the z-axis, the light propagates
I-

with the 'ordinary' refractive indrx no for all directions. On the other hand, if the

polarization vector of this incide,ht beam is in the plane composing of k and z, the

refractive index the light p~gates with will have the following form:
f

(4.15)

and the the electric field E will deviate from the electric displacement D with an

angle 8 which is given by

(4.16) III

As a result, the Poynting vector S deviates from the wave vector k with the same

angle 8 given above. This polarization dependence of the refractive indices makes

the scattering problem much more complicated, especially in the multiple scattering

case.

Now, let's consider a nematic sample with its averaged director no parallel to

z-axis. The fluctuations of director at point r are described by small, non-zero

components 8nAr) and 8ny(r). Up to second order in 8nx and 8ny, the distortion

energy becomes

IIIII
iii
Iii
iIi

(4.17)

For experimental consideration, we apply a magnetic field Hz and add the fol

lowing term

1 J 2(2 2) .Fmag = '2 Xa H 8nx + 8ny dr + const.
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Figure 4.4: A new q-dependent coordinates system: el is perpendicular to both z
and q and e2 is perpendicular to both zand el.

to the free energy. To link this problem to light scattering, however, we should

Fourier transform 8nx (r) and 8ny(r) which are defined by

III

"I

nl

iii
111
iii
Iii

y

?..l

(4.19)

The free energy then becomes

F = F o + ~n-l L {I<lI8nx(q)qx + 8ny(q)qyI2 + I<zI8nx(q)qy - 8ny(q)qxI 2
2 g

+(113q; + Xa H2 ) (18nx(qW + 18ny(q)n} , (4.20)

where F o represents some internal free energy and n is the sample volume. We may

simplify the above expression by choosing a new coordinate system. As shown in

Fig. 4.4, el and e2 are unit vectors in (xy) plane: ez is normal to q while el JS

normal to e2. 8nO'( q) describes the component of 8nO'(q) along eO' (ex = 1,2).

Physically, 8nl (q) describes a periodic distortion combining splay and bend while
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onZ(q) describes a periodic distortion combining twist and bend. In this new coor

dinates system, the free energy takes a siI¥ple form, i.e.

:F =:Fa + ~n-I L L lon(Aq)IZ(f{3q~ + I("q'i + Xa HZ ).
q a=l,zf

(4.21 )

(4.22)

Here qll = qz is the component of t£e wavevector parallel to the optical axis, while
~.

q..L = q·el is the normal compone¥it At thermal equilibrium for a classical system, we

may apply the equipartitio~oremto the free energy quadratic in the fluctuation

amplitudes ona ( q), i.e. /

(~n-II8na(q)IZ (f{3q~ + f{aqi + XaHZ) ) = ~kBT

or

(4.23)

where the bracket (...) denotes a thermal average. As a general practice in investi

gating fluctuation phenomenon, we would like to know the correlations of the director

n at two different positions rl and rz. From the theorem of Fourier transform, we

have

(8nx (rl)8n x (rz)) = n-zL (8n x (q)8nx( -q')) e-i(q.r 1 -q'·r2 ).

qq'

(4.24)

When q -=J q', the Fourier components of n(q) and n(q') are uncorrelated. Therefore

we have

(8nx (rI)8n x (rz)) = n-zL ~18nx(q)lz) e-iq .R ,
q

(4.25)

where R = rz - rl' As we transform 8nx ( q) to 8na ( q) and use the equipartition

formula we obtained above, we obtain a general result which relates measurable

physical quantities, such as temperature and magnetic field to eqn. 4.25. The

calculation, however is very tedious and will not be presented here. Instead, let's

look at a simple case where all the elastic constant f{'s are equal. Then we have,

after some calculations,

(4.26)
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Figure 4.5: Magnetic coherence length

where

~= {K ~VX: H
(4.27)

is called the magnetic coherence length. The magnetic coherence length ~ character

izes the length scale over which a fluctuation in director will remain correlated. On

the other hand, as sketched in Fig. 4.5, one can prove that the magnetic coherence

length ~ also represents the length scale of the transition region to turn the local

director field into the direction of magnetic field. This equivalence arises from the

fundamental relation between fluctuation and dissipation.

Next, let's discuss the light scattering caused by the orientational fluctuations of

the director. The fluctuations of E comes from two sources. One is the fluctuations

in the magnitude of Ell and El-. This could be due to the changes in the density,

temperature, etc. The other is the fluctuation in the orientation of the director 11.

In the case of nematic liquid crystals in thermal equilibrium, the latter effect is the

dominant. In the following discussion, we will derive a formula for the scattering

cross-section in the nematic liquid crystal. In principle, the scattering can be treated

as radiation from an induced dipole. Assuming we have a dipole P(r)e- iwt located at
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position r, in the far-field approximation, at a remote position r', we should detect

the electric field /

(4.28)

/
where R = r' - r, PR(r) is thjf component of P normal to R, and k = nw/c. If the

incoming radiation field is Bin(r) = Eoiexp(iko' r) where i is the unit vector in the
d

polarization direction, tl:t~n the explicit form of the induced dipole is
/

#-' E
I P(r) = ~(E(r) -l)iexp(iko ' r). (4.29)

41r

When the sample has a finite volume, we have to sum over all the contributions of the

sample to obtain the outgoing field Eout(r'). In the continuum limit, the summation

is replaced by the integral given below:

(4.30)

where q = k - k o is the scattering vector and k is the wavevector of the outgoing

radiation field. Note that for q 1= 0, the unit tensor term 1 contributes nothing to the

integral for a sample with dimension much larger than the wavelength of radiation

field. We can then rewrite E out as

where

E ( ') Eow
2

ik·r' ( ) •out r = 2Re E q . 1,
41rc

E(q) = JE(r)eiq
.
r dr.

(4.31 )

(4.32)

Experimentally, we must specify a final polarization direction for detection. Then,

it is necessary to consider the projection of E out in the selected final polarization

direction f. \lYe arrive at

(4.33)

Here we define the scattering amplitude

(4.34)
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The differential cross-section is then

d(J" f' 2)
dn = \lal , (4.35)

where (... ) represents a thermal average. Now, let's consider the case when there
.'I

are fluctuations in E, caused by the orientationa fluctuations of the director n by

an amount <5n = (<5n x , <5ny,0). w,~ first write down the expression for the dielectric

tensor as

(4.36)

where ta _ (til - t.do. Note that no: in the above expression is the component of the

director itself. To the first order in <5n, we get

f· t· i = fo. (E) + ta [(f· <5n)(no o. i) + (f· no)(<5n. i)J, (4.37)

where no is the unit vector of the averaged director and is usually chosen parallel

to Zo. Recalling the Fourier transform of the orientation distribution of director in

previous discussion,

we can then replace E(q) by no:(q) in the expression of d(J" / dn and arrive at

~~ = (taw
2
/41fC

2
)2 L (l<5no:(q)1 2

) (io:fz + izfo:?'
0:=1,2

(4.38)

(4.39)

(4.40)

(4.41)

where io: = eo: . i and iz = z. i, etc. Furthermore, equipartition theorem enables us

to derive the final formula for the differential cross-section as the following

d(J" _ ( 2/ 2)2"" kBT(io:fz + izfo:?
d - taW 41fC L...- T 2 2 2'n 0:=1,2 l\3qll + f{o:qJ. + Xa H

From the above equation, we see that it is impossible for an incoming 'ordinary'

mode photon(iz = 0) to scatter into the 'ordinary' modeUz = 0). On the other

hand, as H = 0, there is very large cross-section around the incident direction. Eqn.

4.40, however, is not precisely correct since it does not take the propagation mode

into consideration. In a more detailed treatment[42, 43], it is proved that

d(J" _ ( 2/ 2)2 nf "" kBT(io:fz + izfo:?
- taW 41fC L...- T 2 2 2'dn ni COS <5i 0:=1,21i3qll + f{o:qJ. + XaH
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Depending on the magnitude of the external magnetic field, the scattering may be

highly forward peaked. Fig. 4.6 shows/the differential cross sections of three scat

tering configurations for 5CB(also known as K15) nematic liquid with e= lOftm.

i1"

~

4.3 Dynamics of.the Director Field
./
tI"

The fluctuations in the?director are not static. The dynamical character of the

director fluctuation was first observed by Friedel, Grandjean, and Mauguin as "flicker

effects". Under thermal equilibrium, we can imagine, a director n will relax towards

its average orientation no in a certain time. The change in the alignment, in many

instances, can induce a flow in nematic. The coupling between orientation and flow

is a very complicated and delicate problem. It has been analyzed essentially by

two groups who used very different approaches. Ericksen, Leslie, and Parodi used a

macroscopic approach based on classical mechanics (ELP approach)[44, 45, 46] while

the Harvard group took a microscopic approach based on the study of correlation

functions [47]. The ELP approach first assumes that in a nematic liquid crystal, a

dynamical state must be specified by two vector fields which are:

1. a velocity field v(r) giving the flow of matter, and

2. a unit vector n(r)(the director) describing the local alignment.

Due to the friction processes in the fluid, we have to derive a formula giving the

dissipation or the entropy source. For simplicity, we shall restrict our discussion to

isothermal processes which only involve two dissipative losses. One type of the loss

is caused by the conventional viscosity effects. The other one is the loss associated

with a rotation of the director with respect to the background fluid. Following the

approach of de Groot and Mazur, we have the dissipation T 5 equal to the change

in the stored free energy

. dJ{l 2 }T 5 = - dt "2 pv + Fa + Fd + Fm
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Figure 4.6: Differential cross-sections for K15 nematic liquid with ~ = lOflm: The
incident direction (+x-axis) is perpendicular to the direction direction( z-axis). (a)
ordinary mode photon scattered into extraordinary mode photon. (b) extraordinary
mode photon scattered into ordinary mode photon. (c) extraordinary mode photon
scattered into extraordinary mode photon.
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The first term in the integral is the kinetic energy with p representing density. Fo

is the internal free energy which depends on the density. Fd is the distortion free

energy. Fm is the free energy of the coupling between the external magnetic field

and the director. From the equation of motion
;1;

(4.43)

(4.44)

where (JafJ is the stress t~r. The change in the kinetic energy can be expressed as
:/

d J-> 1 2) 3 J 3- dt (2. pv d r = (Ja(30a V (3 d r + surface terms.

The contribution from Fo + Fd + Fm can be proved to be

(J~(3 in the above expression is called Ericksen stress which is defined as

e 8Fd
(Ja(3 = - 8(0(3n,) oan, + (Fd+ Fm + Fg )8a(3.

Adding up all the contributions, we have

(4.45)

(4.46)

(4.47)

The difference between the actual stress and Ericksen stress is called the vzscous

stress

I e(Ja(3 = (Ja(3 - (Ja{3' (4.48)

Generally, (J~.{3 is not symmetric. It can be proved that T 5 can be written as the

sum of a symmetric part and an asymmetric part. Namely,

(4.49)

where

1
A a(3 2(Oa V {3 + O(3va),

1
w -\7 x v

2 '

N n - W x ll, (4.50)
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and US is the symmetric part of u.

For an incompressible nematic liquid'crystal, the trace of A vanishes. We have

I
aO!;3 =

(4.51 )

and

where

(4.52)

/2 (4.53)

These coefficients ai are called Leslie coefficients. Now let's consider the laminar

flow under the magnetic fields. As shown in Fig. 4.7, there are three fundamental

geometries for viscosity measurements in a well aligned nematic, which are (a) di

rector perpendicular to both flow velocity and gradient of flow velocity, (b) director

parallel to flow velocity but perpendicular gradient of flow velocity, and (c) director

parallel to gradient of flow velocity but perpendicular to flow velocity. Miesowicz

has measured the corresponding viscosities '/]a, 17b, and '/]C. There are relations that

exist between the Miesowicz viscosity coefficients and Leslie viscosity coefficients. It

can be proved that

'/]a

'/]b

'/]c

1
-a4
2
1
2(a2 + a4 + (6)

1
-( -a2 + a4 + (5).
2

(4.54)

With the understanding of the viscous losses discussed above, now we can discuss

the fluctuation relaxation in a more quantitative way. A fluctuation bnO!(q) will

experience a restoring 'force' which is given by

(4.55)
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Figure 4.7: Three fundamental geometries for viscosity measurements: (a) director
perpendicular to both flow velocity and gradient of flow velocity, (b) director parallel
to flow velocity but perpendicular gradient of flow velocity, and (c) director parallel
to gradient of flow velocity but perpendicular to flow velocity.
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We can write down the relaxation equation for the fluctuation 8ncAq) as

where /

(4.56)

1
" --T0'(q)

(4.57)

]{0'(q) is given by

(4.58)

(4.59)

(4.60)

Now, let's consider the quantity (g1(q,T»). First, we write down the expression of

E(q,T = O)E*(q,T) as

E( = O)E*( ) "kBT(i0'fz + izf0')Z (_ ]{0'(q) )
q, T q, T ex L T ( ) exp ( ) T .

0'=1,2 li 0' q TJ0' q
(4.61)

In the limit where ~:l~}T is much smaller than 1, we may rewrite the above equation

as

Expanding the right-hand side of the above equation and take T out of the average,

we obtain

We can furthermore write the above equation as

1 ( ]{')(E(q,T = O)E*(q,T») ex ]{' 1-rytT ,

89
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where

1

ry'

1

J{' (4.65)

(4.67)

(4.66)

Here the average has to be car~ied out is integration over nk and nkf and sum

ming over all polarization ~eilmodes since (E(q, T = O)E* (q, T)) already carries

the weighting factor. Ag<:)fft, we can use the approximation e- X
rv 1 - x, and obtain

1 (J{' )(E(q,T = O)E*(q,T)) ex -}' exp --T ,
i' ry'

In fact, 1/]{' is the proportional to (IE(q)1 2
), and we then arrive at

(
J{' )(91(q,T)) = exp ---:rytT ,

Now, we would like to consider 91 (T) in the multiple scattering case. As in the

colloids case, we might have

[ (
J{' )]S/l

91 (T) = 100

ds P (s) exp - --:rytT , (4.68)

where P(s) now depends on both Dn and Dl- and I is the averaged mean free path.

The value of I should be an average value over all possible kin. This formulation

is not, however, suitable to the case of nematics since photons travel in different

speeds in different directions if they are in extraordinary mode. Besides, P(s) is not

a directly measurable quantity. In experiment, it's P(t) that we can measure. We

should rewrite eqn.4.69 in the following form of

[ (
y' )] t/(t)

91(T) = 100

dtP(t) exp - ~,T , (4.69)

(4.70)

(t) = (n(ki , i)l(ki , i))k;,i/c is the average time between scattering events in the sample.

Here n(ki , i) and l(ki , i) are the index of refraction and mean free path for a photon

traveling with wave vector k i and polarization i respectively. After carrying out the

appropriate average, it can be proved that[18]

91(T) = roo dtP(t)exP(-A~),
io leff
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where

(4.71)

In Eq. 4.70, we find that the phot9ll diffusion only effects P(t). This is different

from the case in isotropic colloidal suspensions where the photon random walk step
.,

appears in the dynamical decay; rate as well as in P(t). Physically, this arises from

the fact that light scatte;j»~ process in liquid crystals is the same process that
/f

effects the dynamics of the system, whereas in colloids light scattering does not

depend on the dynamics of the system. If we are able to obtain P(t), we then can

independently obtain the dynamical information of the system via determining the

effective rotational viscosity lef f·

4.4 Computer Simulation

Generally, the multiple light scattering problem is a very complicated problem. Only

in the case of strong multiple scattering in random media, can we apply the photon

diffusion approximation to simplify the problem. One might ask, if it is possible

to apply the photon diffusion approximation to anisotropic media, such as nematic

liquid crystal? To answer this question, of course, the final resort is doing experi

ment. VVe may, however, obtain some insights of this problem by means of computer

simulation. In this section, we will discuss the principles we applied in the computer

simulation and present some simulation results. In Appendix A, the source code of

the simulation is also presented.

If we imagine that a photon with Poynting vector Sin and polarization i propa

gates from vacuum into a nematic liquid crystal with its director along the z-axis,

the survival probability of this photon to travel a distance r without been scattered

in the nematic liquid crystal is given by

(4.72)
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where <7(Sin, i) is the total cross-section and is defined as

/ ' [ dCYoe
CYo = CYoe + CYoo = CYoe = 10. dD dD,

and

(4.73)

(4.74)
,

Here the notation (oe) indicates that the photon is been scattered from the 'ordinary'
"",

mode into 'extraordinary' .~de. Note that in nematics, the Poynting vector S is
/

not always in the same direction as the wave vector k. Since the direction of the

Poynting vector is also the energy propagation direction, we should use S as the

photon propagation direction in the computer simulation. In most cases, however,

the calculation of scattering related quantities are based on the incident wave vector

k i and scattered wave vector k f . In the simulation, for a given Si, we have to obtain

its associated k i and use it to obtain the survival probability. As the photon is

determined to be scattered, we have to use k f to 'obtain Sf. In the simulation, we

let the photon propagate in a given direction with a given polarization under a given

time step. The time step, of course, has to be much smaller than the time required

for the photon to travel a distance of l/CY. At each step, we use a random number

generator to produce a random number and compare it with the associated survival

probability Ps . Note that Ps is not the survival probability given in eqn. 4.72. To

clarify this point, let's assume that there are N photons entering the nematic liquid

crystal and traveling in the x direction. From eqn. 4.72 we know that there will

be N exp( -CYXl) photons remaining unscattered at position Xl and N exp( -CYX2)

photons remaining unscattered at position X2. It is obvious that the probability

for a photon to travel from Xl to X2 without being scattered is exp[-CY(X2 - Xl)] if

X2 > Xl. Therefore, we arrive at

Ps = exp( -CY~s), (4.75)

where ~s is the distance that the photon travels in one time step. If the random

number is greater than the survival probability, then the photon is set to be scattered.
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The next question is, which direction, which mode should it be scattered into. For

the 'ordinary' mode photon, it can only be scattered into the 'extraordinary' mode.

Therefore, we can use dC5oe /dfJ to determine which direction the photon should be

scattered right away. For the 'extraordinary' mode photon, however, we have to

calculate the relative strength of C5ee to C5eo first and again use a random number to
I,

determine which mode the photoniwill be scattered into. Next, we use the associated
,'","

dC5 / dfJ to determine the sca~~~fingdirection. Unlike the case of isotropic media where
./

we can use a random number generator to linearly map to the outgoing angle, in the

nematic to determine the outgoing direction via dC5 / dfJ is a tricky business. To utilize

the random number for a given dC5 / dfJ, unavoidably, we have to divide the whole

solid angle into grids. We then calculate the relative strength w of dC5 / dfJ for each

grid and use this to determine how many sites in a probability array this grid will

be assigned to. One trivial thought to assign the sites will be like: for a probability

array with N sites, the number of sites can be assigned to a grid is the integer part of

wN. For example, if the relative strength of dC5 / dfJ in the grid (8 l 8 +68; <jJ, <jJ +6<jJ)

is 0.035, then it will be assigned 3 sites in a probability array with 100 sites. Due

to the fact that we cannot use probability array with infinite number of sites, it

is obvious that this probability array method is prone to truncation errors. Let's

take the example we just discussed above again. If we have a lot of grids with

relative strength smaller than 0.01, these grids can not be assigned to any site in

the probability array though they may sum up to a significant contribution to the

extinguishing coefficient. Of course, one might think that we can increase the size

of the array. This can improve the situation at the cost of more computer memories

and execution time, but doesn't really solve the problem. VYe may, however, use

another random number generator to solve this problem statistically. In the process

of assigning sites to a given grid, we use a random number in the interval [0,1) and

compare it with the decimal part of the wN of the grid. If the random number is

smaller, then the number of sites assigned to this grid will then be the closest bigger
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integer of wN. On the other hand, ifthe random number is bigger, then the number

of sites assigned to this grid will then be the closest smaller integer of wN.

For nematic liquid crystal with its director along z-axis, we have azimuthal sym

metry. We can always rotate the coordinates system about z-axis to make any incom

ing wavevector be in the x-z p~ane. Therefore, we only have to build up the probabil

ity arrays for the incoming wavevectors with the form as (k sin M!:iO, 0, k cos .111!:iO)
-;r

where M is a positive;jfifeger and M!:i() <= 1r. After the probability arrays have

been built up, we are ready for photon propagation simulation. As illustrated in Fig.

4.8, we first initialize the position r, wavevector k, velocity v, travel length s, and

propagation mode( ordinary or extraordinary) of the photon. In each time step, we

update rand s. Then, depending on the current propagation mode of photon, we

use the random number generator to to produce a random number in the interval

[0,1). If this random number is greater than the survival probability, the photon is

determined to be scattered. We then use a random number to pick up a site in the

associated probability array and determine the new k, v, and propagation mode.

Utilizing the simulation technique discussed above, we found that photon diffusion

approximation can be used in the nematic liquid crystal system with some modifi

cation. In the simulation program list in Appendix A, we initialize 1000 photons

at origin with their direction in x-direction. The magnetic field direction is along

the z-axis. For every certain time steps, we take a snap shot of the positions of

the photons. The positional distribution of the photons can be fitted by a Gaussian

distribution

Comparing it with the solution of the diffusion equation

(4.77)

for an instantaneous point source in infinite wide medium, we have the following
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Build up possibility arrays

Initialize photon
?

set phot~If:mode:ordinary or extraordinary

set wavevector k ,position r, velocity v
set timer T=O, travel distance s=O

NO

Update photon's position
r '= r + v i1t

Update photon's travel distance
s' = s + v i1t

Update timer: T' = T + i1t

Update photon's mode
Update wavevector k
Update photon's velocity v

Set s=O

NO

YES YES
Write photon information to file ~r-----J

END

Figure 4.8: Logical procedures of the simulation
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relations:

(4.78)

' ..J-r
In one set of computer s{mulation we have performed, we let photons begin to prop-

agate with their initial incident directions along the +X direction. All the physical

parameters used in the simulation were taken from the measured results for 5CB at

.\ = 546nm. In Fig. 4.9,4.1O,and 4.11, we show three cross-sectional views of the

positional distribution of the photons at t = lOpsec and t = 100psec. At t = 10psec,

photons still have memory of their incident directions. At t = lOOpsec, however,

we can see photons' directions are total randomized. From the snap shots we have

taken, we can plot (7t (i = x,y,z) as a function of time t. If there exists a linear

relation, we can say that photon is diffusion and a half of the slope gives the diffusion

constant.

Utilize the simulation and data-analysis procedure described above to 5CB(K15)

liquid crystal, we obtained some interesting results. As shown in FigA.12, the linear

relation does exist between (72 and t. We also observe that D z is significantly larger

that D x and D y while D x and D y are basically the same. A closer examine of the

data for Dx and Dy, we find that these two sets of data do not converge until t = 500

psec. In photon diffusion approximation, we assume that photons begin to diffuse

at a certain position inside the sample. This position usually is taken to be one

transport mean free path away from the incident boundary. Our simulation data

also suggest that this assumption is correct. In Fig. 4.12(b), we also plot the < x >

as a function of t. We can see that < x > reaches a constant value "J 1.5mm after

certain time. From another set of simulations we have performed for photons with

the incident directions along the Z-axis, we find that we obtained basically the
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Figure 4.10: Z-Y cross-sectional view of the positional distribution of the photons:
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Figure 4.11: Y-X cross-sectional view of the positional distribution of the photons:
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same diffusion constants but < z > "-' 2.4mm. From these results, we can conclude

that if we replace the diffusion constant with a diffusion tensor in the photon diffusion

equation, photon diffusion approximation should work in nematic liquid crystals.

4.5 Experiment set up and results
,-~

r
;I

In the previous section, we discussed the possibility of applying photon diffusion

equation and D\¥S to nematic liquid crystal system. We find from the simulation

results that photon diffusion approximation is applicable with some modifications.

First of all, we no longer have a scalar photon diffusion constant; instead, a photon

diffusion tensor should be put in the diffusion equation. With suitable choice of

coordinates system, this tensor can be diagonalized. Furthermore, it also suggests

that photons 'diffuse' with different speeds in different directions. The simplest

experiment one can imagine regarding this will be a transmission measurement as

suggested in the previous section. We expect different transmission intensity profiles

along different major axes. The practical experiment becomes only a little bit more

complicated. The nematic liquid crystal we used is called K15 or 5CB. Its critical

temperature is only about 35°C. This provides some advantages in our experiment.

The K15 liquid crystal was stored in a I-em-thick cylindrical cell. The diameter

of the cell is only 1.95 em. Due to the fact that the dielectric constant of liquid

crystal is sensitive to temperature fluctuations, the sample was placed in a temper

ature controlled housing during experiment. Fig. 4.13 shows the sample holder and

the cell used in this experiment. To obtain a well defined director direction, the

sample was heated up to its isotropic phase and then slowly cooled down in a 2000

gauss magnetic field. This way assures the director will be in the direction of the

magnetic field. In 2000 gauss magnetic field, the magnetic coherence length for the

sample we used was about 11.8 {Lm. Comparing with the dimension of our sample,

the boundary effects can be neglected in most cases. The end surfaces of the cell are
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Cooling water out
Cooling water in

Figure 4.13: Sample holder a.nd cell.
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oriented to be parallel to the magnetic field. Fig. 4.14 shows a simplified schematic

draw of the experiment set-up. The green light(.X = 514.5nm) from a Argon ion

laser impinges on the center of one end surface of the sample with 900 incident an

gle. The size of illuminating area was limited to be only 1-mm in diameter by a pin

hole. On the other side, a gl?-ss housing for the detecting optical fiber was mounted

on a translation stage and was capable to translate both in the direction parallel or
.. -~>

perpendicular to the m~neticfield. The tip of the optical fiber was made as close to

the cell as possible to limit the collection area and increase the spatial resolution. As

shown in Fig. 4.14, the laboratory coordinates system was set up as the following:

z-axis was in the direction of the magnetic field, x-axis was in the direction of inci

dent beam and passed the central axis of the cell, and y-axis was perpendicular to

both x-axis and z-axis. We manually moved the detecting fiber to scan the intensity

profile along the z-axis and y-axis for several times. Fig. 4.15 shows the results

we have obtained and it does prove that photon diffuse with different diffusion con

stants in different directions. Assuming the knowledge of the diffusive reflectivity

on the boundaries, we can solve the photon diffusion equation for a given set of

(D l.., D II ) and obtain the intensity profile. Though analytical solution is not always

possible for a given sample geometry, we can solve the equation numerically. For

a infinite-wide slab geometry with a point input light source, if we plot the equal

energy contours of the solution at the output plane, we obtain ellipses with their

ratios of major-axis/minor-axis equal to JDillD l... For the cylindrical cell geometry

in our experiment with a point source impinging at the center, the shapes of these

equal-energy contours at the output plane change from a ellipse at the center to a

circle at the boundary. Due to the difficulty of measuring the absolute transmitted

intensity, the relative intensity profile could be more meaningful. Comparing with

the experiment data with the calculation, we can at least get an idea of the ratio

DIIIDl... As shown in Fig. 4.15, we have DlllDl. rv 1.4. Compared with the result of
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Figure 4.14: Experiment set-up for measuring anisotropy in photon diffusion
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Chapter 5

Conclusions

In this dissertation we investigate the multiple light scattering phenomenon both in

isotropic and anisotropic turbid media. We have performed experiments utilizing

DWS technique to probe the Brownian dynamics on the time scales shorter than

the hydrodynamic time of the studied system. Our results indicate the importance

of hydrodynamic interactions between the suspended particles. We also performed

series of experiments to test the validity of DWS for the sample with dimensions

comparable to the transport mean free path. We found that, in a plane-wave/slab

geometry, the required cell thickness to use DWS depends on the size of the particle.

For the multiple light scattering in nematic liquid crystal, we performed both

computer simulations and experiments to test the validity of photon diffusion ap

proximation. Our results suggest that the photon diffusion approximation is valid

if we use a photon diffusion tensor instead of a photon diffusion constant. VVe also

measured the electric field autocorrelation function for both forward and backward

scattering geometries and were able to obtain the effective rotational viscosity of the

sample. In conclusion, we demonstrate the validity and usefulness of DWS both in

isotropic and anisotropic turbid media.
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Appendix A
..

Code List of The Simulation

Performed in Chapter 4
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1*************************************************************1

1* Photon Propagation In Nematic Liquid Crystal

Written by Ming Hsu Kao in 1995

1*************************************************************1

#include <stdio.h>

#include <stdlib.h>

#include <math.h>

#define pi 3.1415926535898

#define c 29979245800.1* speed of light In vacuum in cgs units *1

#define dt 1E-13 1* time step size In simulation

1************************************************************1
1* Declaration of some data types, functions, and variables *1

1************************************************************1

typedef struct

{

double x;

double y;

double z·,

} vector;

1*** Vector manipulating function ***1
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double dot(vector a, vector b);

vector timeconst(double a, vector v);

vector SVT( double al, double a2, double a3);

/*** Calculate Wave Vecto~s ***/

void CallnVectors(double t_in,double p_in);

void CalOutVectors(double t_out,double p_out);

void CalQVectors();

/*** Calculate differential cross-section ***/

double F(vector ki,vector ko,int mode_in,int mode_out);

short int now_theta,now_phi,now_theta_in,chance;

short int k,iq,old_lable,new_lable,deno,nom;

short int p_mode[1000J ,polar[1000J ,azi[1000J ,p_e[1000J,p_o[1000J;

short int tmp[1720J,poe[91J [1720J,peo[91J [1720J,pee[91J [1720J;

short int aoe[91J [181] [600J ,aeo[91J [181J [600J ,aee[91J [181] [600J;

short int Namp[181J [181J,Npoe[91J,Npeo[91J ,Npee[91J;

short int Naoe[91J [181J,Naeo[91J[181J,Naee[91J [181J;

double ssl[181J,ss2[181J,ss3[181J,sl[181J ,s2[181J ,s3[181J;

double Ne[181J,freq,wlen,no,ne,nr2,qz,qp,dg;

double KK[4J,Xa,Ea,H,kb,T,L,Eo,Ee,temamp;

double d_i[2J,d_o[2J,n_i[2J ,n_o[2J ,E_e;

double p_max_x[1000J,p_min_x[1000J ,p_max_y[1000J,p_min_y[1000J;

double p_max_z[1000J,p_min_z[1000J ,p_pt[1000J,p_st[1000J;
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double Amp_oe[181J [181J ,Amp_ee[181J[181J,Amp_eo[181J [181J;

double p_ps[1000J ,asum[181J,chance_o[181J,chance_e[181J;

vector eki,eko,ki[2J ,ko[2J,i[2J,f[2J,q[2J[2J;

vector photon [1000J ,ski[2J,sko[2J,e[2] [2][2J;
•

main(argc, argv)

int argc;

char *argv[];

{

int theta_in,theta_out,phi_in,phi_out;

double angle,sum_f12,sum_f21,sn,suml,sum2,sum3,sum_f22,ls,dls;

double ox,oy,oz,ps;

double gp,tau;

double mcl,cx,cy,cz;

double OF3,F3,osum1,osum2,osum3,F1,F2,OF1,OF2,rn;

int j,m,p,l,index_p,out_p,new_azi,index_o;

int k,tsteps,dsteps,N_o_photon;

float tmp1,tmp2,tmp3,tmp4,tmp5,snf;

char fname[20J,fname1[20J,fname2[20J,fname3[20];

long rseed;

int tp,i_angle,snd,ipo,iph,recal,pm;

FILE *ftp1,*ftp2,*ftp3;

if(argc~=8)

{

printf("Usage: xplc mcl(cm) r_seed fname toatl_steps

steps_to_save switch i_angle\n");
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exit (1);

}

else

{

mcl=atof(argv[1]);

rseed=atol(argv[2]);

tsteps=atoi(argv[4]);

dsteps=atoi(argv[5]);

recal=atoi(argv[6J);

i_angle=atoi(argv[7]);

}

chance=1 ;

dg=pi/180;

no=1.543;

ne=1. 710;

/* In c.g.s units */

wlen=546E-7;

freq=2.0*pi*c/wlen;

nr2=ne*ne/no/no;

Eo=no*no;

Ee=ne*ne;

Ea=ne*ne-no*no;

KK [1] =0. 42E-6;

KK[2]=0.23E-6;

KK[3J=0.53E-6; /* In cgs units */

kb=1.38066E-16;

T=300;
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Xa=KK[3J/mcl/mcl;

H=1 ;

d_i[OJ=O;

d_o[OJ=O;

n_i[OJ=no;

n_o[OJ=no;

/* comments on the variables */

/*

ki,eki

ko,eko

input wave vector and its unit vector;

output wave vector and its unit vector;

freq

wlen

no

ne

frequence of light in vacuum

wavelength of light in vacuum

ordinary index of refraction

extraordinary index of refraction

angle between E and D for the input beam

angle between E and D for the output beam

z component of the scattering vector q

perpendicular component of the scattering vector q

/* calculate the values of ne(theta) for 0 degree to 359 degree */

for(j=O;j<=90;j++)

{

angle=j*dg;

Ne[jJ=1/sqrt(cos(angle)*cos(angle)/no/no+sin(angle)*sin(angle)/ne/ne);

Ne[180-jJ=Ne[jJ;

}
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Ne[180]=no;

Ne[90]=ne;

Ne[O]=no;

/****** Main loop to calculate cross-section *********/

srand48(rseed);

for(p=O;p<=90;p++)

{

if (recal==1)

{

theta_in=p;

now_theta_in=p;

phi_in=O;

CalInVectors«double)theta_in,(double)phi_in);

sum_f12=O;

sum_f2l=O;

sum_f22=O;

osuml=O;

osum2=O;

osum3=O;

for(j=O;j<=180;j++)

{

theta_out=j;

now_theta=theta_out;

if«j==O) II(j==180»

{

sn=sin(O.000025*dg)*O.5;
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theta_out=0.000025;

}

else

{

sn=sin(theta_out*dg);

}

sum1=0;

sum2=0;

sum3=0;

CalOutVectors((double)theta_out,O.O);

CalQVectorsO;

OF1=F(ki[OJ,ko[1J,0,1);

OF2=F(ki[1J,ko[OJ,1,0);

OF3=F(ki[1J,ko[1J,1,1);

for(m=0;m<=180;m++)

{

phi_out=m;

now_phi=phi_out;

if((j==O)I I (j==180»

CalOutVectors(0.25,(double)phi_out);

else

CalOutVectors((double)theta_out,(double)phi_out);

CalQVectors 0;

Amp_oe[jJ [mJ =sn*F(ki [oJ ,ko[1] ,0,1);

Amp_eo[jJ [mJ=sn*F(ki[1J,ko[0] ,1,0);

Amp_ee [j] [mJ =sn*F (ki[1J ,ko [1J ,1,1) ;
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if((m==O)I I (m==180))

{

sum1+=Amp_oe[j] [m];

sum2+=Amp_eo[j] [m];

sum3+=Amp_ee[j] Em);

}

else

{

sum1+=Amp_oe[j) Em);

sum2+=Amp_eo[j] [m);

sum3+=Amp_ee[j] Em);

sum1+=Amp_oe[j] Em);

sum2+=Amp_eo[j] Em);

sum3+=Amp_ee[j] [m] ;

}

}

sum_f12+=sum1;

sum_f21+=sum2;

sum_f22+=sum3;

osum1+=sum1;

osum2+=sum2;

osum3+=sum3;

}

ss1[p]=sum_f12*dg*dg*(freq*freq/4.0/pi/c/c)

* (freq*freq/4.O/pi/c/c)*kb*T*Ea*Ea;

ss2[p]=sum_f21*dg*dg*(freq*freq/4.0/pi/c/c)

*(freq*freq/4.0/pi/c/c)*kb*T*Ea*Ea;

ss3 [p]=sum_f22*dg*dg*(freq*freq/4. O/pi/c/c)
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*(freq*freq/4.0/pi/c/c)*kb*T*Ea*Ea;

s1[p]=osum1;

s2[p]=osum2;

s3[p]=osum3;

ss1[180-p]=ssl[p];

ss2[180-pJ=ss2[p];

ss3[180-pJ=ss3[pJ;

s1 [180-pJ =sHpJ ;

s2 [180-pJ =s2 [pJ ;

s3[180-pJ=s3[pJ;

chance_o[pJ=l-exp(-ssl[pJ*dt*c/no);

chance_e[pJ=1-exp(-(ss2[pJ+ss3[pJ)*dt*c/Ne[p]);

chance_o[180-pJ=chance_o[pJ;

chance_e[180-pJ=chance_e[pJ;

/****** Calculate poe *******/

for(j=0;j<=180;j++)

{

asum[jJ=Amp_oe[jJ [OJ;

for(m=1;m<180;m++)

{

}

asum[jJ+=Amp_oe[jJ [180J ;

deno=600;

nom=200;

for(iq=0;iq<200;iq++)
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{

for(m=O;m<=180;m++)

{

if((m==O)I I (m==180»

{

temamp=nom*Amp_oe[j] [m]/asum[j];

}

else

{

temamp=nom*2*Amp_oe[j] [m]/asum[j];

}

rn=drand480 ;

if(rn«temamp-(int)temamp»

Namp[j] [m]=1+(int)temamp;

else

Namp[j] [m]=(int)temamp;

new_lable=old_lable+Namp[j] Em];

if (new_lable>600)

break;

for(k=old_lable;k<new_lable;k++)

{

tmp[k]=m;

}
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}

deno=new_lable;

nom+=50;

if (new_lable>600)

{

break;

}

else

{

Naoe[p] [j]=new_lable;

for(k=O;k<Naoe[p] [j];k++)

aoe[p] [j] [k]=tmp[k];

}

}

}

deno=720;

nom=520;

for(iq=O;iq<200;iq++)

{

old_lable=O;

if(p==90)

{

for(j=O;j<=90;j++)

{

rn=drand480 ;

temamp=nom*asum[j]/sl[p];

if(rn«temamp-(int)temamp»

Namp[j] [O]=l+(int)temamp;
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}

}

else

{

else

Namp[jJ [O]=(int)temamp;

new_lable=old_lable+Namp[j] [OJ;

if (new_lable>1720)

break;

for(k=old_lable;k<new_lable;k++)

tmp[kJ=j;

old_lable=new_lable;

if (j !=90)

{

new_lable=old_lable+Namp[jJ[oJ;

for(k=old_lable;k<new_lable;k++)

{

tmp[kJ=180-j;

}

}

if(new_lable>1720)

break;
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for(j=0;j<=180;j++)

{

rn=drand480 ;

temamp=nom*asum[jJ/s1[pJ;

if (rn<(temamp-(int)temamp»

Namp[jJ [OJ=1+(int)temamp;

else

Namp[jJ[OJ=(int)temamp;

new_lable=old_lable+Namp[jJ [OJ;

if (new_lable>1720)

break;

for(k=old_lable;k<new_lable;k++)

{

tmp[kJ=j;

}

old_lable=new_lable;

if (new_lable>1720)

break;

}

}

deno=new_lable;

nom+=200;

if (new_lable>1720)

{

break;

}
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else

{

Npoe[pJ=new_lable;

for(k=O;k<Npoe[p];k++)

poe[p] [k]=tmp[k];

}

}

1****** Calculate peo *********1

for(j=0;j<=180;j++)

{

asum[j]=Amp_eo[j] [0];

for(m=1;m<180;m++)

{

asum[j]+=2*Amp_eo[j)[m]j

}

asum[j)+=Amp_eo[j] [180] j

deno=600;

nom=300j

for(iq=0;iq<200;iq++)

{

old_lable=O;

for(m=0;m<=180;m++)

{

if((m==O) I I (m==180»

{

temamp=nom*Amp_eo[j] [m]/asum[j];
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}

else

{

temamp=nom*2*Amp_eo[j] [m]/asum[j];

}

rn=drand480;

if (rn«temamp-(int)temamp))

Namp[j] [m]=1+(int)temamp;

else

Namp[j] [m]=(int)temamp;

new_lable=old_lable+Namp[j][m] ;

if (new_lable>600)

break;

for(k=old_lable;k<new_lable;k++)

tmp[k]=m;

}

deno=new_lable;

nom+=50;

if (new_lable>600)

{

break;

}

else

{
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"1

Naeo[p] [j]=new_lable;

for(k=O;k<Naeo[p] [j];k++)

aeo [p] [j] [k] =tmp [k] ;

}

}

}

deno=1720;

nom=520;

for(iq=0;iq<200;iq++)

{

old_lable=O;

if(p==90)

{

for(j=0;j<=90;j++)

{

rn=drand480 ;

temamp=nom*asum[j]/s2[p];

if(rn«temamp-(int)temamp»

Namp[j] [0]=1+(int)temamp;

else

Namp[j] [O]=(int)temamp;

new_lable=old_lable+Namp[j] [0];

if (new_lable>1720)

break;

for(k=old_lable;k<new_lable;k++)

tmp[k]=j;
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old_lable=new_lable;

if(j !=90)

{

new_lable=old_lable+Namp[jJ[OJ;

for(k=old_lable;k<new_lable;k++)

tmp[kJ=180-j;

}

if (new_lable>1720)

break;

}

}

else

{

for(j=0;j<=180;j++)

{

rn=drand480 ;

temamp=nom*asum[jJ/s2[pJ;

if(rn«temamp-(int)temamp»

Namp[jJ [OJ=1+(int)temamp;

else

Namp[jJ [OJ=(int)temamp;

new_lable=old_lable+Namp[jJ [OJ;

if (new_lable>1720)
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break;

for(k=old_lable;k<new_lable;k++)

tmp[k]=j;

old_lable=new_lable;

if (new_lable> 1720)

break;

}

}

deno=new_lable;

nom+=200;

if (new_lable>1720)

{

break;

}

else

{

Npeo[p]=new_lable;

for(k=O;k<Npeo[p];k++)

peo [p] [k] =tmp [k] ;

}

}

/********* Calculate pee *********/

for(j=0;j<=180;j++)

{
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asum[j]=Amp_ee[j] [0];

for(m=1;m<180;m++)

{

asum[j) +=2*Amp_ee [jJ [mJ;

}

asum[j] +=Amp_ee [jJ [180];

deno=600;

nom=300;

for(iq=0;iq<200;iq++)

{

old_lable=O;

for(m=0;m<=180;m++)

{

if((m==O)I I (m==180»

{

temamp=nom*Amp_ee[jJ[mJ/asum[j];

}

else

{

temamp=nom*2*Amp_ee[jJ [mJ/asum[j);

}

rn=drand48 () ;

if (rn«temamp-(int)temamp»

Namp[j] [m)=l+(int)temamp;

else

Namp[j] [m]=(int)temamp;

new_iable=old_lable+Namp[jJ [m] ;
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if (new_lable>600)

break;

for(k=old_lable;k<new_lable;k++)

tmp[k]=m;

}

deno=new_lable;

nom+=50;

if (new_lable>600)

{

break;

}

else

{

Naee[p] [j]=new_lable;

for(k=O;k<Naee[p] [j];k++)

aee [p] [j] [k] =tmp [k] ;

}

}

}

deno=1720;

nom=520;

for(iq=O;iq<200;iq++)

{

old_lable=O;

if(p==90)
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{

£or(j=0;j<=90;j++)

{

rn=drand480 ;

temamp=nom*asum[jJ/s3[pJ;

i£(rn«temamp-(int)temamp»

Namp[jJ [0]=1+(int)temamp;

else

Namp[jJ [OJ=(int)temamp;

new_lable=old_lable+Namp[jJ[OJ;

i£(new_lable>1720)

break;

£or(k=old_lable;k<new_lable;k++)

tmp[kJ=j;

old_lable=new_lable;

i£ (j !=90)

{

new_lable=old_lable+Namp[jJ[OJ;

£or(k=old_lable;k<new_lable;k++)

tmp[kJ=180-j;

}

i£(new_lable>1720)

break;

}
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}

else

{

for(j=0;j<=180;j++)

{

rn=drand480 ;

temamp=nom*asum[j]/s3[p] ;

if (rn«temamp-(int)temamp»

Namp[j] [0]=1+(int)temamp;

else

Namp[j] [0] =(int)temamp;

new_lable=old_lable+Namp[j] [0] ;

if (new_lable>1720)

break;

for(k=old_lable;k<new_lable;k++)

{

tmp[k]=j;

}

old_lable=new_lable;

if (new_lable>1720)

break;

}

}

deno=new_lable;

nom+=200;

if (new_lable>1720)
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{

break;

}

else

{

Npee[p]=new_lable;

for(k=O;k<Npee[p];k++)

pee[p] [k]=tmp[k];

}

}

printf(f1%d\t%d\t%d\n",Npoe[p] ,Npeo[p] ,Npee[p]);

}

}

if (recal==1)

{

ftp2=fopen("SS" , "w") ;

for(p=O;p<=90;p++)

{

fprintf (ftp2, "%e %e %e %e %e %e\n",

s1[p] ,s2[p] ,s3[p],ss1[p],ss2[p] ,ss3[p]);

sprintf(fname1,f1poe%d",p);

ftp1=fopen(fname1,"w fl
);

fprintf(ftp1,"%d\n",Npoe[p]);

for(j=O;j<Npoe[p];j++)

fprintf (ftp1 , "%d\n" ,poe [p] [j]) ;

fclose(ftp1);

sprintf(fname1,"peo%d",p);
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ftpl=fopenCfnamel, "w");

fprintf(ftpl,"%d\n",Npeo[pJ);

for(j=O;j<Npeo[pJ;j++)

fprintf(ftpl,"%d\n",peo[pJ[jJ);

fclose(ftpl);

if ((p%10)==O)

{

sprintf(fnamel,"pee%d",p);

ftpl=fopen(fnamel,"w");

fprintf(ftpl,"%d\n",Npee[pJ);

for(j=O;j<Npee[pJ;j++)

fprintf(ftpl,"%d\n",pee[pJ[jJ);

fclose(ftp1) ;

}

}

}

fclose(ftp2);

}

printf("Begin to simulate\n");

printf("Input angle=%d\n",i_angle);

for(pm=O;pm<=l;pm++)

{

for(p=O;p<1000;p++)

{

photon[pJ=SVT(O,O,O);

p_st [pJ =0;

polar [pJ=i_angle;

azi[pJ=O;
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p_ps[p]=O;

p_pt[p]=O;

p_o [pJ=O;

p_e [pJ=O;

p_max_x[pJ=O;

p_max_y[p]=O;

p_max_z[p]=O;

p_min_x[p]=O;

p_min_y[p]=O;

p_min_z[p]=O;

}

if (pm==O)

sprintf (fname, "%s_o" ,argv [3J ) ;

else

sprintf(fname,"%s_e",argv[3]);

for(p=O;p<1000;p++)

p_mode[pJ=pm;

for(j=l;j<=tsteps;j++)

{

srand48((10ng)(rn*lE8»;

for(p=O;p<1000;p++)

{

switch(p_mode[pJ)

{

case 0:
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if(polar[pJ>90)

{

index_p=180-polar[pJ;

}

else

{

index_p=polar[pJ;

}

ls=dt*c/no;

p_pt[pJ+=dt;

p_ps[pJ+=ls;

p_st[pJ+=dt;

photon[pJ .x+=ls*sin(polar[pJ*dg)*cos(azi[pJ*dg);

photon[pJ .y+=ls*sin(polar[pJ*dg)*sin(azi[pJ*dg);

photon[pJ .z+=ls*cos(polar[pJ*dg);

rn=drand480 ;

if(rn<chance_o[index_pJ)

{

rn=drand480 ;

index_o=(int)(Npoe[index_pJ*rn);

out_p=poe[index_pJ [index_oj;

if(polar[pJ>90)

{

polar[pJ=180-olit_p;

}

else

{

polar[pJ=olit_p;
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}

rn=drand480 ;

index_o=(int) (Naoe[index_p] [polar[p]]*rn);

out_p=aoe[index_p] [out_p] [index_o] ;

if (chance>O)

{

azi[p]+=out_p;

}

else

{

azi[p]+=(360-out_p);

}

chance=-1*chance;

azi[p]=azi[p]%360;

p_st [p] =0;

p_e[p]+=1;

p_mode[p]=1;

/** turn direction into poynting vector **/

if(drand48(»(s_ang[polar[p]]-(int)s_ang[polar[p]]»

polar[p]-=(short int)s_ang[polar[p]];

else

polar[p]-=(1+(short int)s_ang[polar[p]]);

}

break;

case 1:

ls=cos(dg*s_ang[polar[p]])*dt*c/Ne[polar[p]];

p_pt[p]+=dt;
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p_ps [pJ +=ls;

photon[p] .x+=ls*sin(polar[pJ*dg)*cos(azi[pJ*dg);

photon[p] .y+=ls*sin(polar[pJ*dg)*sin(azi[pJ*dg);

photon[p] .z+=ls*cos(polar[pJ*dg);

p_st[p]+=dt;

rn=drand48 () ;

if(rn<chance_e[polar[pJ])

{

if (polar [p] >90)

{

index_p=180-polar[p];

}

else

{

index_p=polar[p];

}

rn=drand48 () ;

if(rn«s2 [index_pJ/(s2[index_p] +s3[index_p]»)

{

rn=drand480 ;

index_o=(int)(Npeo[index_p]*rn);

out_p=peo[index_pJ[index_o];

if (polar[pJ >90)

{

polar[pJ=180-out_p;

}

else

{
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polar[p]=out_p;

}

rn=drand480 ;

index_o=(int) (Naeo[index_p] [polar[p]]*rn);

out_p=aeo[index_p] [out_p] [index_o] ;

if (chance>O)

{

azi [p] +=out_p;

}

else

{

azi[p]+=(360-out_p);

}

chance=-1*chance;

azi[p]=azi[p]%360;

p_st[p]=O;

p_mode[p]=O;

p_o[p]+=1;

}

else

{

rn=drand480 ;

index_o=(int)(Npee[index_p]*rn);

out_p=pee[index_p] [index_o] ;

if (polar [p] >90)

{

polar[p]=180-out_p;

}
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break;

else

{

polar[pJ=out_p;

}

rn=drand480 ;

index_o=(int) (Naee[index_pJ [polar[p]J*rn);

out_p=aee[index_pJ[out_p] [index_oJ;

if (chance>O)

{

azi[p]+=out_p;

}

else

{

azi[p]+=(360-out_p);

}

chance=-l*chance;

azi[p]=azi[p]%360;

p_st[pJ=O;

p_ffiode [pJ =1;

p_e[pJ+=l;

/** turn k vector into poyting vector **/

if(drand48(»(s_ang[polar[p]]-(int)s_ang[polar[pJ]»

polar[p]-=(short int)s_ang[polar[p]];

else

polar[p]-=(l+(short int)s_ang[polar[p]]);

}

}
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}

}

if((j==100)I I (j==200) I I (j==500) I l(j==50)1 I (j%dsteps)==O)

{

sprintf(fname1,I%s_o_%d",fname,j);

sprintf(fname2,I%s_e_%d",fname,j);

ftp1=fopen(fname1,lw");

ftp2=fopen(fname2,l w");

for(p=0;p<1000;p++)

{

if (p_mode [p]==O)

fprintf(ftp1,I%e\t%e\t%e\n",photon[p] .x,photon[p] .y,photon[p] .z);

else

fprintf(ftp2,I%e\t%e\t%e\n",photon[p] .x,photon[p].y,photon[p] .z);

}

fclose(ftp1);

fclose(ftp2);

}

}

}

sprintf(fname1,"%s_log",argv[3]);

ftp1=fopen(fname1,l w");

fprintf (ftp1, "d_t=%e\n", dt) ;

fclose(ftp1);

return 0;

}
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/* utilities function for vector */

double dot (vector a, vector b)

{

return a.x * b.x + a.y * b.y + a.z * b.z;

}

vector timeconst(double a, vector v)

{

vector vv;

vv.x=v.x*a;

vv.y=v.y*a;

vv.z=v.z*a;

return vv;

}

vector SVT( double al, double a2, double a3)

{

vector v;

v.x=al;

v.y=a2;

v.z=a3;

return v;

}

void CallnVectors(double t_in,double p_in)
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{

double tin,pin,K,nl,a,b,D_angle,sn,cs;

tin=t_in*dg;

pin=p_in*dg;

sn=sin(tin);

cs=cos(tin);

eki.x=sn*cos(pin);

eki.y=sn*sin(pin);

eki.z=cs;

K=no*freq/c;

ki[O]=timeconst(K,eki);

nl=1.0/sqrt(cs*cs/Eo+sn*sn/Ee);

n_i [1]=nl;

K=nl*freq/c;

ki[l]=timeconst(K,eki);

D_angle=atan(nr2*tan(tin-O.5*pi»;

d_i[1]=D_angle-(tin-O.5*pi);

a=D_angle;

}

else

{
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D_angle=pi+atan(nr2*tan(tin+0.5*pi»;

d_i[1]=0.5*pi+tin-D_angle;

a=D_angle;

}

b=pin;

E_e=a/dg;

i[O]=SVT( sin(b),-cos(b),O);

i[1]=SVT( sin(a)*cos(b),sin(a)*sin(b),cos(a»;

if(t_in==90)

{

i[0]=SVT(0,-1,0);

i[1]=SVT( 0,0,1);

}

}

void CalOutVectors(double t_out,double p_out)

{

double K,n1,a,b,D_angle,sn,cs,tout,pout;

tout=t_out*dg;

pout=p_out*dg;

sn=sin(tout);

cs=cos(tout);

eko.x=sn*cos(pout);

eko.y=sn*sin(pout);

eko.z=cs;
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K=no*freq/c;

ko[O]=timeconst(K,eko);

n1=1.0/sqrt(cs*cs/Eo+sn*sn/Ee);

n_o [1]=n1;

K=n1*freq/c;

ko[1]=timeconst(K,eko);

D_angle=atan(nr2*tan(tout-O.5*pi»;

d_o[1]=D_angle-(tout-O.5*pi);

a=D_angle;

}

else

{

D_angle=pi+atan(nr2*tan(tout+O.5*pi»;

d_o[1]=O.5*pi+tout-D_angle;

a=D_angle;

}

b=pout;

f[O]=SVT( sin(b),-cos(b),O);

f[1]=SVT( sin(a)*cos(b),sin(a)*sin(b),cos(a»;

if(t_out==90)

{

f[O]=SVT(O,-1,O);
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f [1] =SVT (0,0,1) ;

}

}

void CalQVectors()

{

double a,b;

q[O] [O]=SVT( ko[O] .x-ki[O] .x,ko[O].y-ki[O].y,ko[O] .z-ki[O] .z);

q[O] [1]=SVT( ko[1] .x-ki[O] .x,ko[1] .y-ki[0].y,ko[1].z-ki[0] .z);

q[1] [O]=SVT( ko[O] .x-ki[1] .x,ko[OJ.y-ki[1J.y,ko[OJ.z-ki[1J.z);

q[1J [1J=SVT( ko[1J.x-ki[1J .x,ko[1J.y-ki[1J .y,ko[1J .z-ki[l].z);

b=(sqrt(q[O] [0] .x*q[OJ [oJ .x+ q[OJ [OJ .y*q[OJ [0] .y»;

if(b!=O)

a=1. O/b;

else

a=O.O;

e[oJ [oJ [oJ= SVT( a*q[O] [OJ.x,a*q[OJ[O] .y,O);

e[OJ [oJ [1J= SVT( a*q[OJ [0] .y,-a*q[O] [0] .x,O);

b=(sqrt(q[1] [0] .x*q[l] [0] .x+ q[1] [0] .y*q[l] [0] .y»;

if(b!=O)

a=1. O/b;

else

a=O.O;
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e[l] [0] [0]= SVT( a*q[1] [0] .x,a*q[1] [0] .y,O);

e[1] [0] [1]= SVT( a*q[1] [0] .y,-a*q[iJ [0] .x,O);

b=(sqrt(q[O] [1] .x*q[O] [1J.x+ q[O] [1] .y*q[O] [1].y»;

if(b!=O)

a=1.0/b;

else

a=O.O;

e[O] [1] [0]= SVT( a*q[O] [1J .x,a*q[O] [1] .y,O);

e[OJ [1J [1J= SVT( a*q[OJ[1J .y,-a*q[0][1J .x,O);

b=(sqrt(q[l] [1] .x*qE1J [1] .x+ q[1J [1J .y*q[1] [1] .y»;

if(bl=O)

{

a=1.0/b;

e[1] [1] [0]= SVT( a*q[1] [1] .x,a*q[1] [1].y ,0);

e[1J [1J [1]= SVT( a*q[1] [1J .y,-a*q[1J [1J .x,O);

}

else

{

e[1] [1J [0]= SVT( 1.0,0,0);

e[l] [1] [1J= SVT( 0,1.0,0);

}

}

/*** Function to calculate differential cross-section ***/
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